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Research in the miniaturization of thermomechanical systems in recent years 

has proven to be both rewarding and challenging. Micro-scale devices have 

tremendous technological potential but come with a new set of design problems. One 

such problem is energy storage. Heat actuated systems, driven primarily by thermal 

energy, take advantage of the high stored energy density of hydrocarbon fuels, and 

are therefore desirable for small-scale applications. One concept for a heat-actuated 

compressor is called a thermocompressor, which is a variation of a traditional Stirling 

engine. Thermocompressors use constant volume heat addition to pressurize their 

working fluid without applying any mechanical work to the gas. Such devices would 

be well suited for numerous applications such as power cycles, heat pumps, 

refrigeration, and liquid pumps. 

This thesis develops a detailed thermodynamic analysis of the 

thermocompressor cycle providing insight into the operation of the cycle and the 

sensitivity of the cycle's performance to various design parameters including 

regenerator effectiveness, regenerator dead volume, hot side dead volume, and cold 

side dead volume. The developed model shows that the thermal efficiency is highly 

sensitive to regenerator effectiveness, which motivates a regenerator optimization 

study. As the regenerator surface area increases, its effectiveness increases, however, 

so does its dead volume. The regenerator model shows that there is an optimum 

balance between regenerator effectiveness and regenerator dead volume, which gives 

a predicted maximum thermal efficiency. The optimum regenerator effectiveness is 



approximately 96% with regenerator dead volume of approximately 26%, which 

corresponds to a maximum predicted thermal efficiency of 45-50% of Carnot 

efficiency. This raises questions about the practicality of the device particularly in 

achieving regeneration high enough to make the concept practical. More detailed 

modeling work would be beneficial to further understanding of this cycle. 

The experimental work of this thesis includes the development and testing of a 

first-order, miniature thermocompressor. Its intention is to explore the pertinent 

issues relating to the design, operation, and performance of thermocompressors. The 

thermocompressor's cylinder diameter is 0.945 inches, and its cylinder length is 1 

inch with a displacement volume of 0.175 cubic inches. The reciprocating motion of 

the regenerator/displacer is driven by an electric motor to which it is magnetically 

coupled. 

Several tests were performed with the experimental apparatus. The primary 

interest was to measure pressure verses time using both nitrogen and helium as 

working fluids, over a range of temperature ratios from 1.2 to 2.0, operating at both 

10 and 13 Hz. The pressure variation inside the cylinder is plotted as a function of 

time and compared to the regenerator/displacer position. In addition, some dynamic 

temperature measurements were made inside the cylinder during operation to indicate 

how much temperature variation exists in the hot space. The experimental results 

show that the thermocompressor produces pressure ratios of approximately 75% of 

the temperature ratios. Nitrogen and helium both appear to perform almost equally 

and operating speed does not appear to significantly affect the pressure ratio. As 

expected there is a linear relationship between temperature ratio and pressure ratio. 

Also, the temperature variation near the top of the hot side does not appear to 

fluctuate more than approximately 3 °C with N2 or 13.7 °C with He during operation. 
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Design, Modeling, and Performance of Miniature Reciprocating Thermocompressor 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a tremendous amount of research has been focused on the 

miniaturization of mechanical systems. It is believed that breakthroughs in the micro

scale and even the nano-scale area could result in a technological revolution similar to 

that experienced by the electronics industry over the last several decades. 

Thermomechanical systems, which convert thermal energy to mechanical energy or 

transfer thermal energy at very small scales, appear to have comparable potential. 

As mechanical systems are reduced in size, a number of new design problems 

arise, which are not prevalent at larger scales. The heat transfer characteristics at 

small dimensions can change dramatically. For example, many of the above 

mentioned themomechanical systems require a large temperature gradient over a very 

small distance. This creates a new set of constraints on design and materials selection. 

In addition, as the size of a device is reduced, its surface area changes with the square 

of its characteristic dimension while its volume changes with the cube. Therefore, the 

surface area-to-volume ratio increases linearly with the decrease in the size of the 

device. With a large surface area-to-volume ratio, frictional effects become a much 

bigger problem. In addition, heat transfer rates increase rapidly, which can have a 

significant influence on thermodynamic performance. These and other design 

considerations make small-scale device development interesting, but also challenging. 

One of the primary issues associated with any mechanical system is its power 

source. Small scale systems are typically intended to be portable and therefore 

require a portable power source. Batteries pose one possible solution; however, for 

moderate-to-high power applications they tend to be large, costly, and heavy. The 

most viable immediate alternative is hydrocarbon fuel, which can be burned to 

produce thermal energy. One advantage of hydrocarbon fuel over batteries is a much 

higher stored energy density. For example, hydrocarbon fuel has approximately 42 

kJ/gm, while zinc/air batteries have approximately 1.2 kJ/gm. Although the 

difference in stored energy density is dramatic, these numbers do not give a perfect 
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comparison. This is because the energy is stored in different forms. The 

electrochemical energy stored in batteries can be converted directly into electricity 

(work), while, the energy stored in hydrocarbon fuel must first be converted to 

thermal energy and then into work. Therefore, in order to take advantage of 

hydrocarbon fuel as a power source, small-scale, highly efficient, heat-actuated 

systems must be developed. These systems would be driven primarily by thermal 

energy with as little electrical energy as possible. 

Heat-actuated systems often utilize a power cycle for their operation, and 

power cycles require gas compression for a part of the cycle. Traditional mechanical 

gas compressors have a number of disadvantages at small scales. For reasons 

previously mentioned, they suffer from large irreversibilities due to frictional effects 

and heat transfer. They also require mechanical work to achieve gas compression, 

which must either be generated in another part of the power cycle or be supplied by 

an electrical input. An ideal alternative would be small-scale, heat-actuated 

compressors. Such devices would be well suited for power cycles but would also 

have other numerous applications such as heat pumps, refrigeration, and liquid pumps. 

One concept, which has been proposed for a heat-actuated compressor, is 

called a thermocompressor, which is a variation of a traditional Stirling engine. Put 

simplistically, if the power· piston in a gamma type Stirling engine is replaced with 

check valves, the result is a thermocompressor as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1- Left: Gamma Type Stirling Engine, Right: Thermocompressor. 
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Like a Stirling engine, the thermocompressor consists of a hot region and a 

cold region connected by a regenerator. The working fluid is transferred from the 

cold to hot region through the regenerator by a displacer. As the gas is shuttled from 

the cold side to the hot side, its temperature is increased, but its volume is held 

constant. The constant volume heat addition causes the pressure of the gas to 

mcrease. It must be emphasized that ideally there is no pressure drop across the 

displacer piston; therefore it does not apply mechanical work to the gas. The 

compression is accomplished only by heat addition. 

The thermocompressor has a number of appealing features. Its simple design 

makes the device potentially scalable to small dimensions. The system requires very 

little, if any, electrical input, which is used only to drive the reciprocating motion of 

the displacer. Finally, the device is capable of high thermal efficiency. As with a 

Stirling engine, in an ideal thermocompressor cycle with perfect regeneration, the hot 

and cold regions are isothermal. Therefore, the theoretical limit of the thermal 

efficiency of the device is Carnot efficiency. 

In this work, thermocompressors are investigated from two perspectives; first 

by a theoretical analysis, and second from an experimental standpoint. 

The theoretical analysis consists of an analytical model, which includes 

expressions derived for each part of the thermodynamic cycle describing the 

thermocompressor's operation and performance based upon an ideal gas assumption 

for the working fluid. In addition an optimization of the regenerator is presented. 

This model provides insight into the thermodynamics of the thermocompressor cycle 

and presents a predicted maximum thermal efficiency for the device. The model 

includes regenerator effectiveness, regenerator volume, and dead space as parameters. 

Several plots are presented which represent a parametric study of the effect of the 

various parameters on system performance. 

The experimental work of this thesis includes the development and testing of a 

first-order, miniature thermocompressor. The device is operated using both nitrogen 

and helium as working fluids over a range of temperature differences and at various 

speeds. The pressure variation inside the cylinder is measured as a function of time 
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and compared to the displacer position. The displacer is driven by an electric motor 

and is coupled magnetically. An electric heater supplies heat to the hot side of the 

cylinder. 

It is the intention of this work to present a foundational understanding of the 

pertinent issues relating to the thermodynamics, performance, design and operation of 

thermocompressors. Special emphasis is given to the critical design considerations of 

such a device, particularly the regenerator, and suggestions are given for future 

experimental work. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

While Stirling engmes have been the focus of a tremendous amount of 

research over the last one hundred years, thermocompressors have received 

comparatively little attention. Because thermocompressors are based upon a 

modified Stirling cycle, it can be argued that thermocompressors are a subset of 

Stirling engines. 

The concept behind the thermocompressor was first proposed by Bush [l] in a 

patent filed in 1939. Consequently, thermocompressors are sometimes called Bush 

engines. Since that time, the vast majority of the experimental work done on 

thermocompressors has been related to artificial heart development from the late 

1960's to early 1980's. White [2] gives a detailed summary of the research. In 1967 

and 1968 the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute gave contracts to seven 

different groups to pursue artificial heart programs. Three of the seven groups 

studied device concepts based on thermocompressors. 

Air Products and Chemicals was a group that pursued a thermocompressor as 

an artificial heart. Gibson et al. [3] give the results of that work. At the end of the 

program, in 1971, a bench top device was demonstrated using Helium as a working 

fluid. Its cylinder bore diameter was 2.25 cm with a stroke length of 0.46 cm. 

Running at 13 Hz with high and low of temperatures of 325 Kand 830 K respectively, 

it produced 4.1 W of power with high and low pressures of 6.9 MPa and 8.3 MPa 

respectively. Its thermal efficiency was 5.4%. 

McDonald Douglas Corporation was another group that studied 

thermocompressors for the artificial heart program. Martini et al. [ 4-5] report the 

results of the experimental work. Three engines were built and tested. An engine 

with an externally driven regenerator demonstrated the best performance of the three. 

It had a cylinder bore diameter of 8.6 cm and a stroke length of 4.5 cm. Using Argon 

as a working fluid and operating at 10.5 Hz with high and low temperatures of 924 K 

and 294 K respectively, its high and low pressures were 0.18 MPa and 0.147 MPa, 

respectively. Its highest thermal efficiency was measured at 14.4%. After exploring 
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thermocompressors until 1972, the program shifted to a different concept based 

upon a hydraulic Stirling engine. That move was made to eliminate sealing problems 

and take advantage of power piston inertia to increase cycle power. 

Aerojet, which was later moved to Nimbus in 1982, was the other group 

researching thermocompressors for artificial hearts. Buck et al. [6], Moise et al. [7-

11], and Schneider et al. [12] have reported on the thermocompressor development 

work. One of the later devices in the program is referred to as the MK-VII. Its 

cylinder diameter was 3.3 cm, and its engine volume was 680 cm3
. Using Helium as 

a working fluid with high and low temperatures of 900 K and 320 K respectively, its 

high and low pressures were 1.53 MPa and 1.27 MPa respectively. It produced a 

power output of 6 W with a thermal efficiency of 18%. 

Table 1 gives a side by side comparison of these three thermocompressors. 

Table 1: Comparison of Existing Experimental Thermocompressors 

Working Fluid 

Cylinder Bore (cm] 

Stroke Length (cm] 

Frequency (Hz] 

Low Temperature [Kl 

High Temperature [Kl 

T RATIO 

Low Pressure (MPa] 

High Pressure [MPa] 

PRATIO 

Work Output (W] 

Thermal Efficiency (%] 

Air Products 
and 
Chemicals 
(1971) 

Helium 

2.25 

0.46 

13 

325 

830 
2.55 

8.3 

9.6 

1.16 

4.1 

5.4 

McDonald 
Douglas 
Corporation 
(1969) 

Arqon 

8.6 

4.5 

10.5 

294 

924 

3.14 

0.147 

0.18 

1.22 

30 

14.4 

Aerojet/Nimbus 
(1977) 

Helium 

3.3 

N/A 
N/A 

320 

900 

2.81 

1.27 

1.53 

1.2 

6 

18 

In addition to the experimental work that has been done on 

thermocompressors, a few papers have been published which present theoretical 

analysis of the thermocompressor cycle. Argues [13] presents a thermocompressor 

model which includes an analysis of piston motion. Karabulut [14] does a detailed 
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thermodynamic analysis of the thermocompressor cycle, which includes an 

examination of the optimum tank pressure. Kornhauser [15] also models the 

thermocompressor cycle, and compares it to the Otto cycle. Kornhauser demonstrates 

that for a device operating with a temperature ratio greater than two, the ideal 

thermocompressor cycle often requires less heat input than the Otto cycle. Both 

Karabulut and Kornhauser show that the ideal efficiency of the cycle is Carnot 

efficiency. Finally, Peterson [16] develops a thermal model for an engine with 

themocompression and isothermal expansion. Peterson explores the idea of including 

a heat exchanger outside the working volume of the engine, which would increase the 

heat transfer area without increasing dead space. 

While there is not a large amount of existing research on thermocompressors, 

much of what has been done has proven invaluable to the current work. However, 

shortcomings in the literature include a detailed examination of a non-ideal 

thermocompressor cycle with imperfect regeneration. In addition, more experimental 

work on thermocompressors is needed to further explore the merits of the concept. 

This thesis rectifies these shortcomings by modeling a non-ideal cycle with imperfect 

regeneration and a first-order experimental device is presented which incorporates 

unique design features. 
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3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 CYCLE OVERVIEW 

Before presenting a detailed thermodynamic analysis of the thermocompressor 

cycle, a qualitative description of the cycle will provide an appropriate background. 

The thermocompressor cycle consists of four thermodynamic processes: two constant 

volume processes and two isobaric processes. The cycle is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 

P-V curves for the hot and cold volumes are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 2 - Thermocompressor Cycle Diagram 
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3.2 PROCESS 1-2 

At State 1, the regenerator/displacer is at top dead center. Most of the gas is 

in the cold region, at low temperature, and consequently at low pressure. The rest of 

the gas is in the regenerator volume and the dead space on the hot side. Because the 

pressure drop across the regenerator/displacer is assumed negligible, the gas is also at 

the lowest pressure point. As the regenerator/displacer begins to move down the 

cylinder some of the gas is heated as it moves through the regenerator to the hot side. 

When the gas leaves the regenerator it is at an intermediate temperature, which is 

limited by the effectiveness of the regenerator. The greater the regenerator 

effectiveness, the closer the gas temperature will be to TH. After the gas enters the 

hot side, additional heating in the hot space brings it up to TH- As some of the gas 

inside the cylinder passes through the regenerator and increases temperature, the 

pressure inside the cylinder rises. At some point the pressure reaches the high 

pressure point, and the outlet valve is forced open. This defines State 2 and ends the 

first part of the cycle. 

3.3 PROCESS 2-3 

At State 2, some gas remains in the cold region. Some of this remaining gas 

will be moved to the hot region, and some of it will exit the cylinder through the 

outlet valve. The regenerator/displacer continues to move down the cylinder toward 

State 3 at bottom dead center. As it moves, the outlet valve remains open and keeps 

the pressure inside the cylinder constant at PH by allowing some of the gas to leave 

the cylinder. Once the regenerator/displacer reaches bottom dead center most of the 

gas remaining in the cylinder has been moved to the hot region where it is at TH and 

PH. The rest of the gas is in the regenerator volume and the dead space on the cold 

side where it is also at PH. Just as in the first process, the gas that is moved through 

the regenerator to the hot side is heated in the regenerator and additionally in the hot 

space. 
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3.4 PROCESS 3-4 

The third process is the reverse of the first process. The regenerator/displacer 

begins to move up the cylinder from bottom dead center. Some of the gas loses heat 

as it moves through the regenerator to the cold region, and the pressure in the cylinder 

decreases. As soon of the regenerator/displacer begins to move up, the outlet valve 

closes due to the drop in pressure. When the gas leaves the regenerator it is at an 

intermediate temperature. The greater the regenerator effectiveness, the closer the 

gas temperature will be to TL- After the gas enters the cold side, additional heat is 

lost from the gas in the cold space to bring it down to TL· At some point the pressure 

reaches PL, and the inlet valve opens. This defines State 4 and ends the third part of 

the cycle. 

3.5 PROCESS 4-1 

The fourth process is the reverse of the second process. At State 4, some of 

the gas remains in the hot region of the cylinder. That remaining gas will be moved 

to the cold region, and additional gas will enter the cold side through the inlet valve. 

The regenerator/displacer continues to move up the cylinder toward State 1 at top 

dead center. As it moves the inlet valve keeps the pressure inside the cylinder 

constant at the low pressure point by allowing gas to enter the cylinder. Once the 

regenerator/displacer reaches top dead center most of the gas in the cylinder has been 

moved to the cold region where it is at TL- The rest of the gas is in the regenerator 

volume and the dead space on the hot side where it is also at the low pressure point. 

Just as in the third process, the gas that moves through the regenerator to the cold side 

loses heat in the regenerator and also in the cold space. The inlet valve closes due to 

the pressure increase the instant that the fourth process in the cycle ends and the first 

process begins. 
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4 ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 ANALYSIS OVERVIEW 

A detailed thermodynamic analysis of the thermocompressor cycle will 

provide insight into the operation of the cycle and the sensitivity of the cycle's 

performance to various design parameters. Kornhauser [15] presents an excellent 

thermodynamic model, which will be built upon in this work by the inclusion of 

additional factors such as regenerator effectiveness, regenerator volume, and dead 

volume. The end of this development are the performance curves for the 

thermocompressor based upon thermal efficiency (sometimes called first law 

efficiency), volumetric efficiency, heat input, and work output. 

It is assumed that the outlet pressure of the thermocompressor is constant 

during operation. The pressure ratio of the device must be some value between unity 

and the temperature ratio. In a practical system the high pressure could be set by a 

pressure regulator as shown in Fig. 4. Theoretically, the model only assumes constant 

outlet pressure PH. 
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Figure 4 - Thermocompressor Outlet Pressure Regulator 
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A number of simplifying assumptions were made at the outset of this model. 

They include: 

1. The working fluid is an ideal gas. 

2. The working fluid has constant specific heat. 

3. The pressure drops across the valves and the regenerator/displacer are zero. 

4. The valves have perfect operation. 

5. The inlet and outlet gas temperatures are TL. 

6. The work required to drive the regenerator/displacer is zero. 

7. The cylinder walls are perfectly insulated. 

8. The hot and cold regions are both isothermal. 

9. The fluid properties in the regenerator volume are evaluated at the average 

regenerator temperature. 

One of the desired features of this model is the inclusion of regenerator 

volume. This is made difficult by the fact that there is a temperature gradient across 

the regenerator, and consequently fluid properties inside the regenerator must be 

approximated. It is first assumed that the temperature gradient across the regenerator 

is linear; therefore, the mean temperature of the regenerator will be used to evaluate 

the fluid properties of the gas inside the regenerator volume. Figure 5 illustrates this 

assumption. While the pressure inside the regenerator volume changes during 

operation, the temperature at which the fluid properties are evaluated is assumed to be 

constant at T REG• 

REGENERATOR 
I 
I 

I I 
-T-=====_;r-

Figure 5 - Regenerator Temperature Profile 
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Perhaps the most significant assumption made in the model is that of 

isothermal hot and cold regions. This assumption is necessary to approximate fluid 

properties at both ends of the thermocompressor. However, it also carries more 

importance to the model because the thermal efficiency of the cycle is dependent 

upon it. In order for the cycle to reach Carnot efficiency, the hot and cold spaces 

must be isothermal. While this is the theoretical limit for thermal efficiency, it is not 

attainable practically. One of the primary reasons for this is imperfect regeneration. 

If the regenerator were perfect, the gas would leave the regenerator and enter the hot 

space at Ttt and conversely enter the cold space at TL. However, it has already been 

stated that the regenerator operates with some effectiveness less than unity. As a 

result, the gas enters the hot space at some temperature T HX which is lower than TH 

and enters the cold space at some temperature T LX which is higher than TL- Therefore, 

the regenerator effectiveness is given by 

or, conversely, by 

c=Tu-TLX 
TH-TL 

(1) 

(2) 

This discrepancy between regenerator exit temperature and cylinder 

temperature must be resolved by additional heat transfer to the gas in the hot space 

and away from the gas in the cold space. This additional heat transfer introduces 

irreversibilities into the cycle, which lowers its thermal efficiency. Some feature 

must be included in this model to account for that additional heat transfer, but still 

allow for the approximation of fluid properties by the isothermal assumption. This is 

accomplished by assuming that a fictitious zero volume heat exchanger exists on 

either end of the regenerator. This heat exchanger models the supplemental heat 

transfer, while the cylinder is assumed to be isothermal. The gas enters the respective 

heat exchanger at either T HX or T LX and leaves at TH or TL· This heat exchanger 

model is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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Before examining the details of this model, a series of non-dimensional 

parameters must be defined. They are as follows: 

p* = PL 

p' 
H 

* TL T =- T* = TREG 

v· =£_ 
v' T 

m* = m( RTH ], 
PHVT 

Where the total volume is given by 

T ' 
H 

REG T 
H 

v· = vREG 
REG V 

T 

VT= VH + VDS,H + VREG + VDS,L + VL 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

This analytical model of the thermocompressor cycle is divided into seven 

sections. The first four sections ( 4.2-4.5) correspond to the four processes of the 

cycle. Each of the first four sections is divided into the five components of the 

system as shown in Fig. 6. The governing equations are presented for each 

component of the system during each process of the cycle. The fifth section (4.6) of 

the analysis gives an overview of the entire cycle. The sixth section (4.7) gives 

expressions for the cycle efficiency. Finally, the seventh section (4.8) presents an 

optimization study of the regenerator design. 

4.2 PROCESS 1-2 

Both a mass and an energy balance will be formulated for each component of 

the thermocompressor as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the first process of the cycle. 

4.2.1 HOT SPACE 1-2 

A mass balance on the hot space from State 1 to State 2 is given by 

(7) 

(8) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (8) gives 

lilin~12 =V;2 +(1-P·)v~s.HI (9) 



An energy balance on the hot space from State 1 to State 2 can be written as 

Substituting constant specific heats, then simplifying yields 

AmHl2UH = QHl2 -WHl2 + AmHl2hH 

QHl2 =WH12+~mH12(cv-cp'jrH 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (12) gives 

JQ~,2 =w;,2 -Am~,21 

Where w;,2 is given by 

The work term in Eq. (14) will be evaluated after v;2 has been determined. 

4.2.2 HOT HEAT EXCHANGER 1-2 

16 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Because the hot heat exchanger has zero volume, it must have zero change in 

mass. Therefore, a mass balance on the hot heat exchanger from State 1 to State 2 is 

simply given by 

(15) 

Similarly, because it has zero volume, the hot heat exchanger must also have zero 

internal energy change and no work can be done in that space. Therefore, an energy 

balance on the hot heat exchanger can be written as 

(16) 

(17) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (17) gives 

* * Y ( •v ) 
QHHx12 = AmH,2 -- 1-T )1)-B 

y-1 
(18) 
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4.2.3 REGENERATOR 1-2 

A mass balance on the regenerator from State l to State 2 is given by 

AJnREGl2 = (min - m,mt )REGl2 (19) 

(20) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (20) gives 

(21) 

Because the regenerator has no volume change, no work can be done in that space. 

Therefore, an energy balance on the regenerator can be written as 

!iU REGl2 = QREG12 + (m;nhin - mouthout )REGl2 (22) 

QREG12 =AlnREG12cvTREG -AlnREGl2cpTL +AlnH12cp(THx -TJ (23) 

Substituting Eq. (1) into (23) gives 

QREGl2 = AlnREGl2cvTREG -AlnREGl2c pTL + AlnH12C p (TH -TL )c (24) 

N on-dimensionalizing Eq. (24) yields 

• _ • 1 • • r . . r ( •L 
QREGl2 - AlnREG12 --TREG -AlnREGl2 --T + AlnHl2 -- l -T Jc 

r-1 r-1 r-1 
(25) 

4.2.4 COLD HEAT EXCHANGER 1-2 

Gas leaves the cold space and enters the regenerator at TL as shown in Fig. 6. 

Consequently, the cold heat exchanger has no impact on the gas during this part of the 

cycle. Therefore, the respective mass and energy balances on the cold heat exchanger 

are given by 

(26) 

and 

(27) 



4.2.5 COLD SPACE 1-2 

A mass balance on the cold space from State 1 to State 2 gives 

Where Vu and VL2 are given by 

VL! = VT -(vDS.H + VREG + VDs,J 

and 
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(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Substituting Eq. (30) and (31) into Eq. (29), simplifying, and non-dimensionalizing 

yields 

An energy balance on the regenerator from State 1 to State 2 can by written as 

~u2UL = QL12 - WL12 + limL12hL 

QL12 = WL12 +~L12(cv -cp'jrL 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (34) gives 

jQ212 = w:12 - ~212T* I 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

Because it is assumed that there is no pressure difference across the displacer as it 

moves down the piston, the work done in the cold space must be equal and opposite 

of the work done in the hot space. Therefore, w;12 is given by 

(36) 

4.2.6 CYLINDER 1-2 

Since both valves are closed during this part of the cycle, no mass enters or 

leaves the cylinder. Therefore, the mass balance for the entire cylinder can be written 

as 

(37) 
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Substituting Eq. (9), (15), (21), (26), and (32) into Eq. (37) and simplifying yields 

* ( *)v* (1-p*) * 
VH2 + 1-P DS,H + * VREG ••• 

TREG (38) 

Solving Eq. (38) for v;2 gives 

v· -[~]-[~][1-£]v· -(1-P•\,• 
H2 - 1- T* 1- T* T;EG REG JV DS,H 

(39) 

Equation (38) can be rewritten as a mass balance for the entire cylinder from 

State 1 to some arbitrary point, X, between State 1 and State 2. That mass balance 

can be written as 

(40) 

Solving Eq. (40) for Px gives 

(41) 

Substituting Eq. ( 41) into Eq. (14) yields 

(42) 

Integrating Eq. (42) and simplifying gives 

(43) 

4.3 PROCESS 2-3 

Both a mass and an energy balance will be formulated for each component of 

the thermocompressor as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the second process of the cycle. 



4.3.1 HOT SPACE 2-3 

A mass balance on the hot space from State 2 to State 3 can be written as 

t1Jn =PH(VH3-VH2) 

H23 RT 
H 

Where Vm is given by 

Substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (44) and non-dimensionalizing yields 

/&n~23 =1-(v;2 +v;S,H +v;EG +v;s,JI 

An energy balance on the hot space from State 2 to State 3 gives 

QH23 =WH23 +~mH2Jcv -cp'jrH 

Where WH, 2 can be written as 

WH23 =PH(VH3-VH2) 

Substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (48) and non-dimensionalizing gives 

/w;23 = 1-(v;2 + v;S,H + v;EG + v;s,JI 

Substituting Eq. (46) and (49) into Eq. (47) and non-dimensionalizing yields 

IQ~,2 = 01 

4.3.2 HOT HEAT EXCHANGER 2-3 
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(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

Just as in the first part of the cycle, the respective mass and energy balances 

for the hot heat exchanger in the second part of the cycle are given by 

(51) 

and 

(52) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (52) gives 

* * Y ( •'v ) 
QHHx23 =&nH23-- 1-T Al-B 

y-1 
(53) 
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4.3.3 REGENERATOR 2-3 

Because there is no pressure or volume change in the regenerator from State 2 

to State 3, its mass balance is given by 

lfun;Ec23 = ol 
An energy balance on the regenerator from State 2 to State 3 can be written as 

Substituting Eq. (1) into (56) gives 

QREG23 = funH23cr(TH -TJs 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (57) yields 

* * Y ( •L 
QREG23 = funH23 -- l -T Jc 

y-l 

4.3.4 COLD HEAT EXCHANGER 2-3 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

Just as in the first process in the cycle, no mass passes through the cold heat 

exchanger during the second part of the cycle, therefore, the respective mass and 

energy balances are given by 

(59) 

and 

(60) 

4.3.5 COLD SPACE 2-3 

A mass balance on the cold space from State 2 to State 3 gives 

fun =- PHVL2 
L23 RT 

L 

(61) 

Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (61) and non-dimensionalizing yields 

(62) 



An energy balance on the cold space from State 2 to State 3 can by written as 

QL23 = WL23 + fur[L23 (cv - C p )rL 

Where w;23 is given by 

Substituting Eq. (49), (64), and (62) into Eq. (63) and non-dimensionalizing gives 

4.3.6 CYLINDER 2-3 
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(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

A mass balance on the entire cylinder for the second part of the cycle can be 

solved for the mass flow out of the cylinder per cycle. The mass balance is given by 

(66) 

Substituting Eq. (46), (51 ), (54), (59), and (62) into Eq. (66) and simplifying gives 

fun~3 =-[f-1Jb-(v;2 +V~S,H +v;EG +V~s.Jl (67) 

4.4 PROCESS 3-4 

Both a mass and an energy balance will be formulated for each component of 

the thermocompressor as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the third process of the cycle. 

4.4.1 HOT SPACE 3-4 

A mass balance on the hot space from State 3 to State 4 can be written as 

fun =-(PHVH3-PLVH4 + (PH -PJVDS,HJ 
H¾ RT RT 

H H 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (68) gives 

,fun~34 = -(1-P·v;4 -P*v~S,H -v;EG -V~s.JI 

An energy balance on the hot space from State 3 to State 4 can be written as 

QH34 = WH34 +funH34(cv -cp)rH 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 



Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (70) gives 

/Q~34 =W;34 -~~341 

Where w;34 is given by 

The work term in Eq. (72) will be evaluated after v;4 has been determined. 

4.4.2 HOT HEAT EXCHANGER 3-4 
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(71) 

(72) 

Gas leaves the hot space and enters the regenerator at TH as shown in Fig. 6. 

Consequently, the hot heat exchanger has no impact on the gas during this part of the 

cycle. Therefore, the respective mass and energy balances are given by 

(73) 

and 

(74) 

4.4.3 REGENERATOR 3-4 

A mass balance on the regenerator from State 3 to State 4 is given by 

~ - - (PH -PJVREG 
REG34 - RT 

REG 

(75) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (75) gives 

(76) 

An energy balance on the regenerator from State 3 to State 4 can be written as 

!iU REG34 = QREG34 + (m;nhin - mouthout )REG34 (77) 

Substituting Eq. (2) into (78) gives 

QREG34 = ~REG34cvTREG +~REG34cpTLX -~H34cp(TH -TJc (79) 
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Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (79) yields 

(80) 

4.4.4 COLD HEAT EXCHANGER 3-4 

A mass balance on the cold heat exchanger from State 3 to State 4 is given by 

IL\m~HX34 = ol 
An energy balance on the cold heat exchanger can be written as 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (83) gives 

• * Y ( •v ) 
QLHX34 = funH34 -- 1-T )I) - C 

y-1 

4.4.5 COLD SPACE 3-4 

A mass balance on the cold space from State 3 to State 4 gives 

fun = PL Vu (PH - PL )vDS,L 

L
34 RT RT 

L L 

Where VIA is given by 

Substituting Eq. (86) into Eq. (85), simplifying, and non-dimensionalizing yields 

* 1 [ *( * ) * * * * * ] 
funL34 = ?" p 1- VH4 - p VDS,H - p VREG - VDS,L 

An energy balance on the regenerator from State 3 to State 4 can by written as 

QL34 = WL34 + funL3Jcv -cp )TL 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (88) gives 

I Q~34 = w:34 - L\m~34T* I 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

(89) 
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Where w:34 is given by 

(90) 

4.4.6 CYLINDER 3-4 

Both valves are closed during this part of the cycle; therefore, no mass enters 

or leaves the cylinder. The mass balance for the entire cylinder can be written as 

(91) 

Substituting Eq. (69), (73), (76), (81 ), and (87) into Eq. (91) and simplifying yields 

( * * * * * * ) (1 - p*) * - 1-P VH4 -P VDS,H -VREG -VDS,L - * VREG ... 

TREG (92) 

1 [ *( * ) * * * * * ] + r· P 1-vH4 -P vDs,H -P vREG -vDs,L =O 

Solving Eq. (92) for v;4 gives 

(93) 

Equation (93) can be rewritten as a mass balance for the entire cylinder from State 3 

to some arbitrary point, Y, between State 3 and State 4. That mass balance can be 

written as 

(94) 

Solving Eq. (94) for Py gives 

• ( 1 +[ rlEG -i]v ;,G +[f'-i]v ;,, J 

P, = (;. -[). -1]v,;, -[).-']v ;,,, +[ rL -).};,G J 
(95) 
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Substituting Eq. (95) into Eq. (72) yields 

v;4 

w;34 = f P;dv; (96) 
v;3 

Integrating Eq. (96) and simplifying gives 

w· -([_r_]-[1
- T;Ec ][£]v· _ v· Jln(-

1
) 

H34 - T* -1 1- T* T;EG REG DS.L p* (97) 

4.5 PROCESS 4-1 

Both a mass and an energy balance will be formulated for each component of 

the thermocompressor as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the fourth process of the cycle. 

4.5.1 HOT SPACE 4-1 

A mass balance on the hot space from State 4 to State 1 can be written as 

Am =- PLVH4 
H41 RT 

H 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (98) yields 

1Am~41 = -P•v;4 1 

An energy balance on the hot space from State 4 to State 1 gives 

QH41 =WH41 +AmH41(cv -cp}rH 

Where WH 41 can be written as 

WH41 = PJO-VHJ 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (101) yields 

!w;4, = -P·v;41 
Substituting Eq. (99) and (102) into Eq. (100) and non-dimensionalizing gives 

IQ~4, = 0 1 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 
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4.5.2 HOT HEAT EXCHANGER 4-1 

Just as in the third process of the cycle, no mass passes through the hot heat 

exchanger during the fourth part of the cycle, therefore, the respective mass and 

energy balances are given by 

and 

4.5.3 REGENERATOR 4-1 

A mass balance on the regenerator from State 4 to State 1 gives 

,fun~EG41 = oj 
An energy balance on the regenerator from State 4 to State 1 can be written as 

QREG41 =funH41cp(TLx -TH) 

Substituting Eq. (2) into (107) gives 

QREG41 = t:.mH41cp(TH -TJs 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (108) yields 

* * Y ( •L 
QREG41 =-funH41--1-T jc 

y-1 

4.5.4 COLD HEAT EXCHANGER 4-1 

(104) 

(105) 

(106) 

(107) 

(108) 

(109) 

A mass balance on the cold heat exchanger from State 4 to State 1 is given by 

lfun2Hx4, = ol 
An energy balance on the cold heat exchanger can be written as 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (112) gives 

* * Y ( •v ) 
QLHX41 =-funH41--1-T )1)-8 

y-1 

(110) 

(111) 

(112) 

(113) 
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4.5.5 COLD SPACE 4-1 

A mass balance on the cold space from State 4 to State 1 gives 

fun = PL (vL, - Vu) 
u, RT 

L 

(114) 

Substituting Eq. (86) into Eq. (114), simplifying, and non-dimensionalizing yields 

An energy balance on the regenerator from State 4 to State 1 can by written as 

Qu, = Wu, + funu, (cv - C p 'jrL 

Where w;4, is given by 

(115) 

(116) 

lw:4, = -w;4,I (117) 

Substituting Eq. (115) and (117) into Eq. (116) and non-dimensionalizing gives 

1Q24, = ol (118) 

4.5.6 CYLINDER 4-1 

A mass balance on the entire cylinder for the fourth part of the cycle can be 

solved for the mass flow into the cylinder per cycle. The mass balance is given by 

Substituting Eq. (99), (104), (106), (110), and (115) into Eq. (119) and simplifying 

gives 

(120) 

4.6 CYCLE OVERVIEW 

Examining the cycle from a global perspective will be beneficial to show the 

inputs and outputs to the system. The total heat input to the thermocompressor can be 

written as 

(121) 
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Next, the work output of the thermocompressor must be defined. It is 

assumed that the gas enters and leaves the thermocompressor at TL- Therefore, the 

output gas is at PH and TL and has some energy availability relative to the input gas, 

which is at PL and TL- It is further assumed that a hypothetical isothermal expansion 

process from PH to PL operating outside of the thermocompressor could be used to 

convert that availability into mechanical work. For an ideal gas, that isothermal 

expansion is given by the integral of pressure with respect to volume, which is given 

by 

W = f !imRTL dV 
out V (122) 

Integrating Eq. (122) gives 

(123) 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (123) gives 

(124) 

The mass flow through the regenerator can be written as 

(125) 

Substituting Eq. (21), (54 ),(76), and (106) into (125) gives 

1/imREG = 0 1 
(126) 

Equation ( 126) verifies that there is no net mass accumulation or loss in the 

regenerator during a cycle. It is assumed that the temperature profile of the 

regenerator does not change during a cycle; therefore Eq. (126) is consistent with 

conservation of mass for a fixed volume. 

The heat flow through the regenerator can be given by 

(127) 

Substituting Eq. (25), (58), (80), and (109) into (127) gives 

IQREG = 0 1 
(128) 
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Equation (128) verifies that there is no net energy increase or decrease in the 

regenerator during a cycle. Again, it is assumed that the temperature profile of the 

regenerator does not change during a cycle; therefore Eq. (128) is consistent with 

conservation of energy for a fixed mass. 

Figure 7 shows the non-dimensionalized mass flow rate through the 

thermocompressor as a function of pressure ratio for a range of temperature ratios. 

The maximum mass flow rate occurs with the pressure ratio is one, which 

corresponds to zero pressure increase. In this case the thermocompressor would not 

actually be producing any work. The minimum mass flow rate is zero, which 

corresponds to the maximum pressure increase. For an ideal gas the theoretical 

maximum pressure increase would produce a pressure ratio equal to the temperature 

ratio as indicated in the figure. 

Figure 8 shows the non-dimensionalized work output of the 

thermocompressor as a function of pressure ratio for a range of temperature ratios. 

The curve indicates that the maximum work output of the device does not occur at its 

maximum pressure ratio, but at some intermediate pressure ratio. This is due to the 

fact that work output is a function of both pressure ratio, and mass flow rate. As 

shown in Eq. (124), work output increases exponentially with increased pressure ratio, 

and it increases linearly with increased mass flow rate. However, as shown in Fig. 7, 

the mass flow rate decreases exponentially with increased pressure ratio. Therefore, 

at low pressure ratios, the mass flow rate is high, but the work output is still very low. 

Similarly, at high pressure ratios, the mass flow rate is very low, and consequently the 

work output is low. Therefore, there is an intermediate pressure ratio, which 

produces the maximum work output for the device. 
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Figure 9 shows the non-dimensionalized heat input of the 

thermocompressor as a function of pressure ratio for a range of temperature ratios. 

As expected, the heat input follows a similar trend as the work output, and therefore 

has a maximum at the same intermediate pressure ratio. 
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Figure 9 - Non-Dimensionalized Heat Input vs. Pressure Ratio and Temperature Ratio 

V REG = 0, V DSL = 0, V DSH = 0, E = 1, y = 1.4 

4.7 CYCLE EFFICIENCY 

Now that each component of the thermocompressor has been characterized for 

the entire cycle, it is possible to derive expressions for the efficiency of the device. 

The thermal efficiency is defined as 

w· 
'TlrH = Q

0t 
Ill 

Substituting Eq. (121) and (124) into Eq. (129) gives 

(129) 

(130) 
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Substituting E=l, Vos,8 =0, VREo=O, and Vos,L=O into Eq. (130) and simplifying gives 

T/rH = I - T* ( 13 1) 

Equation (131) is equal to Carnot efficiency. This demonstrates that a 

thermocompressor operating under ideal, perfect conditions operates with the same 

efficiency as a fully reversible heat engine with no entropy generation. This requires 

a perfectly insulated cylinder, no dead volume in the system, and perfect regeneration. 

This result is consistent with a traditional ideal Stirling cycle, which also operates at 

Carnot efficiency. 

Another measure of merit for the performance of the cycle 1s volumetric 

efficiency. It is defined as follows: 

(Mass Flow Per Cycle) 

lJvoL= (Inlet Density)(Volume Displacement) 

Therefore, volumetric efficiency can be written as 

1/voc = [ _lL ]rv, -( V :,~ V,,c +Vos cl] 
RTL , , 

Non-dimensionalizing Eq. (132) gives 

Volumetric efficiency is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of pressure ratio. As 

expected, it follows a similar trend to the mass flow rate. 

(132) 

(133) 
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The thermal efficiency of the thermocompressor is given rn Fig. 11 as a 

function of pressure ratio and regenerator effectivene s. Figure 11 illustrates that the 

maximum thermal efficiency of the thermocompressor occurs at an intermediate 

pressure ratio. Comparing Fig. 11 to Fig. 8, demonstrates that the maximum thermal 

efficiency correspond to the maximum work output. 
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Thermal efficiency is plotted as a function of regenerator effectiveness in 

Figs. I 2, 13, and 14. Figure 12 for a range of regenerator dead volumes, Fig. 13 for a 

range of cold side dead volumes, and Fig. 14 for a range of hot side dead volumes. 
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As indicated in Figs. 12, 13, and 14, thermaJ efficiency is highJy sensitive to 

regenerator effectiveness. This is due to the additional heat transfer to the hot side 

that is required when the gas leaves the regenerator at some temperature less than TH, 

as iJlustrated in Fig. 6. Figure 15 shows that the supplemental heat transfer is large 

compared to the rest of the heat input to the hot side and increases rapidly as 

regenerator effectiveness is reduced. This increase in heat input without an increase 

in work output, accounts for the decrease in thermal efficiency. 
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4.8 REGENERATOR OPTIMIZATION 

Because the thermal efficiency of the thermocompressor has a high sensitivity 

to the regenerator effectiveness, it is necessary to investigate the regenerator design 

parameters to see if there is an optimum configuration. As the regenerator surface 

area increases, its effectiveness increases, which improves thermal efficiency. 

However, the increased surface area also corresponds to an increase in regenerator 

volume, which has an adverse affect on thermal efficiency. It is the purpose of this 

section to explore those variables to find an optimum balance between regenerator 

effectiveness and regenerator volume. 

First, the design parameters of the regenerator must be defined. For the 

purpose of this study, the regenerator design will be as shown in Fig. 16. A series of 

holes running through the length of the regenerator/displacer will serve as the surface 

area of the regenerator. 

L 

,-----------.1 
HOT SPACE 

REGENERA TORI 
DISPLACER 

S/2 

COLD SPACE S/2 
J_....._ __ ___, 

1 

Figure 16 - Regenerator Design 

The system parameters include: the length of the cylinder L, the diameter of 

the cylinder, D, the number of holes, n, the diameter of the holes, d, and the length of 

the regenerator, l. Two parameters will be defined as follows: the aspect ratio of the 

cylinder, AR = LID, and the aspect ratio of the regenerator, 'A = l/L. These system 

parameters will serve as the independent variables in this study, and the dependent 
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variables will include: pressure drop across the regenerator, regenerator 

effectiveness, regenerator volume, and the thermal efficiency of the device. 

It is preferable to maximize surface area and minimize volume m the 

regenerator. Therefore, a large number of small diameter holes are preferable. 

However, as the hole diameter gets smaller the pressure drop across the 

regenerator/displacer increases, which negatively affects the performance of the 

device. The pressure drop, therefore, will limit the diameter of the holes. As a 

baseline, it will be assumed that an acceptable pressure drop is 1 % of the low pressure 

of the device, which will be assumed to be atmospheric pressure. 

The cross-sectional area, the perimeter, and the length of all the individual 

holes are given as 

1l 2 
a=n 4 d, p=n·n·d, f=A·L (134) 

The mass flow rate through the regenerator is a function of the pressure ratio, 

however, if the low pressure and temperature are assumed to both be at atmospheric 

conditions, the maximum flow rate through the regenerator would be given as 

· _ 1 patmVT m---~~~ 
2f RTatm 

(135) 

where f is the frequency of oscillation of the regenerator/displacer. This mass flow 

rate will be used for simplicity as it represents a theoretical characteristic flow rate. 

The fluid velocity through the regenerator is given by 

m 
v=--

p·a 
(136) 

The Reynolds number characterizing the flow through the regenerator is given by 

Re=p·v·d (137) 
µ 

where µ is the viscosity of the working fluid. The pressure drop across the 

regenerator/displacer can now be written as 

p · v2 (Ji,· L) 
AP=F·--·--

2 d 
(138) 
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where F is the friction factor assumed to be 64/Re, which 1s valid for laminar, 

fully-developed pipe flow. 

Figure 17 shows a plot of the pressure drop across the regenerator/displacer 

for a series of regenerator hole diameters. The case presented in Fig. 17 is considered 

to be an extreme case for a small-scale device. 
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Figure 17 - Pressure Drop vs. Number of Holes, n; Working Fluid= N2, 

p = 0.75 [kg/m3], µ = 2.4e-5 [N-s/m2], f = 10 [Hz], A= 0.9, 

Cylinder Length= 2 in, Palm= 101.325 [kPa], Tatm = 300 [K] 

The plot indicates that hole diameters ranging from 0.010-0.020 inches would 

have acceptable pressure drops. However, it can be argued that machining holes 

smaller than 0.020 inches in diameter through material two inches thick is not 

practical without considerable expense. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the 

hole diameter will be set at 0.020 inches, which is practical and will not incur a large 

pressure drop. 

Next, an expression must be developed for the regenerator effectiveness in 

terms of the number of the regenerator holes and the regenerator hole diameter. 
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lncropera and DeWitt [17] give the Nusselt number of internal, fully developed, 

laminar flow as 

Nu= 3.66 

The film coefficient can be written as 

Nu·k 
h=--

d 

The number of transfer units for the regenerator is given by 

h· p·(A·L) 
NTU= . 

CP ·m 

Finally, the regenerator effectiveness can be approximated by 

NTU 
8=---

1-NTU 

In addition, the regenerator volume can be written as 

a·(A·L) 
VREG=---

VT 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

Therefore, substituting Eq. (142) and (143) into (130) gives the thermal efficiency of 

the device in terms of n and 'A. The next step is to plot a contour of Eq. (130) for a 

range of n and 'A, which is shown in Fig. 18. 

In Fig. 18, as 'A and n increase, the length of the regenerator and the number of 

holes in the regenerator increase. Consequently, the regenerator surface area 

increases with lambda and n along with the regenerator effectiveness and regenerator 

dead volume. Therefore, as you move up the graph, the increasing regenerator 

effectiveness drives up the thermal efficiency, but at the same time the regenerator 

dead volume is also increasing. At some point, the increase of regenerator 

effectiveness at the cost of increased regenerator dead volume is no longer 

advantageous. At that point as you continue to move up the graph, the thermal 

efficiency starts to decrease. Therefore, there is a maximum thermal efficiency which 

corresponds to optimal values of n and 'A. The maximum thermal efficiency for the 

given temperature ratio of two is indicated as 0.28 in Fig. 18. 
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Next a contour of regenerator effectiveness is plotted for the same ranges of n 

and A, as shown in Fig. 19 . 
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Figure 19 - Regenerator Effectiveness vs. n and A., T RATIO= 2, PRATIO = 1.5, 
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Figure 20 shows a contour of regenerator volume for the same ranges of n and 'A . 
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As indicated in Figs. 19 and 20, there are contours of regenerator effectiveness 

and regenerator volume which correspond to the same contour in Fig. 18 which gives 

the maximum thermal efficiency. Therefore, these are the optimal values of 

regenerator effectiveness and regenerator volume, which give the maximum thermal 

efficiency for the device. A program was written in MathCAD, which produces these 

plots for any given configuration of inputs. That program is given in Appendix B. 

These optimization plots were produced for a range of temperature ratios. However, 

for the sake of brevity, a summary of those results is given in Figs. 21 and 22. Figure 

21 compares the predicted maximum thermal efficiency of the device to the ideal 

maximum efficiency, namely Carnot efficiency. Figure 22 gives the ideal regenerator 

effectiveness and regenerator volume which correspond to the predicted maximum 

thermal efficiency. 
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5 EXPERIMENT AL METHODS 

5. l THERMOCOMPRESSOR DESIGN 

A first order experimental device was developed which was intended to serve 

as a platform to explore some of the key design considerations of a 

thermocompressor. The design can be broken into three sub-systems. First, the 

cylinder, which includes a heater on the hot side and a cooling loop on the cold side, 

second the regenerator/displacer, and finally the regenerator/displacer drive system. 

The thermocompressor is shown in Fig. 23 and 24. 

Because this was a first-order device, it was not intended to necessarily 

represent all of the complexities of the system. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, 

no valves were included in the design. Consequently, the mass inside the device was 

fixed, and no mass crossed the system boundary. With no mass flowing through the 

thermocompressor there was no meaningful way to define its thermal efficiency. 

However, dynamic pressure and temperature measurements were made inside the 

cylinder to characterize the performance of the device. 

Figure 23 - Thermocompressor - Front/Side 
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Figure 24 - Thermocompressor - Back/Side 

5.1.1 CYLINDER DESIGN 

There are a number of concerns associated with the cylinder design. Two 

primary concerns are axial conduction along the cylinder, and friction on the 

regenerator/displacer. Either of these two factors have the potential to severely 

impair the performance of the device. 

Axial conduction i detrimental to the device in that it represents potentially 

useful energy that is lost from the system. Therefore, it is imperative that the hot side 

be isolated from the cold side. Axial conduction is directly proportional to the 

thermal conductivity of the cylinder material, the cross-sectional area of the cylinder, 

and the temperature gradient along the cylinder. With any thermomechanical device, 

in general, the larger the temperature difference across the device, the higher its 

thermal efficiency. Therefore, small-scale devices in particular tend to have large 

temperature gradients. Consequently, it is critical to choose cylinder materials with 

low thermal conductivity and design the cylinder with minimal cross-sectional area. 
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Friction also represents energy that is lost from the system. Friction is 

influenced by several factors: the orientation of the device, side loads on the 

regenerator/displacer due to its drive system, and the coefficient of friction between 

the regenerator/displacer and the cylinder. It is, therefore, imperative to design a 

cylinder, which minimizes each of these factors. 

The Thermocompressor presented in this thesis addresses these issues by 

incorporating a modified dashpot (Airpot 2K240) to serve as the cylinder. This 

approach was chosen for its low coefficient of friction, tight tolerance between the 

piston and cylinder, and low thermal conductivity. The coefficient of friction 

between the piston and cylinder was 0.2, and the piston was fit to the cylinder within 

a few microns. The piston material was graphite and the cylinder material was Pyrex 

with respective thermal conductivities of approximately 5.7 and 1.4 W/m-K at 300 K. 

The cylinder top was made of 303 stainless steel, and the base was made of copper. 

The Pyrex cylinder was sealed to both the top and base with high-temperature 

silicone gaskets. An electric mica-insulated heater (Minco HM6807R3.9L12Tl) was 

mounted to the top of the cylinder. Water was pumped through a cooling loop in the 

base of the cylinder. The base also included a single port with a shut-off clamp used 

to evacuate and fill the cylinder. All ports in the base were designed to minimize 

dead space in the system. The cylinder assembly was held together by a bolt pattern 

of six screws around the cylinder. Because the screws also provided a path for axial 

conduction, stainless steel screws with a thermal conductivity of approximately 12-14 

W/m-K were used. Figure 25 illustrates the cylinder design and gives its dimensions. 
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5. I .2 REGENERATOR/DISPLACER DESIGN 
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There are several important issues associated with the regenerator/displacer 

design. Three of which are axial conduction along the regenerator/displacer, 

regenerator dead volume, and regenerator effectiveness. All concerns connected with 

axial conduction in the cylinder are present with the regenerator/displacer; therefore, 

the same design considerations apply. The regenerator dead volume and regenerator 

effectiveness also significantly influence the thermal efficiency of the device as has 

been shown in Section 4.8. 

The regenerator/displacer presented in this thesis incorporates several design 

features which address the key considerations listed above. The regenerator/displacer 

is made of a hollow stainless steel core with a graphite sleeve acting as the sliding 

surface. The graphite sleeve was a modified dashpot piston. Thirty six holes around 

the perimeter of the core serve as the flow path for the working fluid. The hole 

diameter was 0.022 ±0.002 inches. This diameter was chosen to minimize 
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regenerator dead space without creating a large pressure drop across the 

regenerator/displacer. The regenerator dead space of this design was estimated to be 

5.5% of the total volume of the thermocompressor, and the regenerator effectiveness 

was estimated to be 79%. The calculations to estimate regenerator effectiveness are 

shown in Appendix C. The regenerator/displacer design is shown in Fig. 26 with its 

respective dimensions. 
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Figure 26 - Regenerator/Displacer Design and Dimensions 

5.1.3 REGENERATOR/DISPLACER DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGN 

The regenerator/displacer drive system is an equally challenging design 

problem to the previous two sub-systems discussed. The system must incorporate 

some type of sliding seal without incun-ing significant frictional losses. Also, the 

system must minimize the side loads applied to the regenerator/displacer as they are 

directly proportional to its friction. Finally, the drive system can be a significant 

source of dead space in the cylinder, which adversely affects the performance of the 

device. 

The thermocompressor presented here utilizes a magnetic rotor to drive the 

reciprocating motion of the regenerator/displacer. This system is illustrated in Fig. 27 

and Fig. 28 with its respective dimensions. As the rotor spins it alternately attracts or 

repels an auxiliary magnet, which is coupled to the regenerator displacer. In this way, 

it completely bypasses the problem of a sliding seal. The regenerator/displacer was 

seated between two coil springs above and below, which facilitate its oscillation. The 
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bottom spring (Century Spring, NN-62) has a constant of 0.46 lb/in, while the top 

spring (Century Spring, II-84) has a lower constant of 0.13 lb/in. This system applies 

a minimal side load on the regenerator/displacer, which occurs when the polarity of 

the magnets changes as the rotor spins. The magnet rotor was driven by a DC motor 

(Maxon, S2332), which was controlled by a motor controller (Maxon, 4-Q-DC LSC 

30/2). Because the motor was difficult to control at low speeds a 3: 1 gear reduction 

between the motor and the magnet rotor accommodated the speed range of the drive 

system. The regenerator/displacer was driven at 10-13 Hz. The biggest disadvantage 

of this design in its current form is its dead space. The dead space of this design was 

estimated to be 12% of the total volume of the thermocompressor. 

Figure 27 - Regenerator/Displacer Drive System 
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Figure 28 - Regenerator/Displacer Drive System Motion 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AND PROCEDURES 

Several tests were performed with the experimental apparatus. The primary 

interest of which was to measure pressure ver e time during its operation at various 

speeds and temperature ratios with different working fluids. In addition, the 

regenerator/displacer position verses time was also measured and plotted against the 

pressure measurements. Also of interest was some dynamic mea urement of 

temperature inside the cylinder during operation to indicate how much temperature 

variation exists in the hot and cold spaces. 

5.2. l POSITION MEASUREMENT SETUP 

Accurately measuring the position of the regenerator/di placer requires a 

means of instrumentation which does not itself interfere with the motion of the 

regenerator/displacer. Therefore, a system was developed which incorporates the use 

of a strobe light (Omega, HHT41 ), which is triggered by the digital signal from an 

encoder mounted on the drive motor (Maxon, S2332). The encoder signal is sent to a 

signal conditioner and next to a digital delay generator (California Avionics 

Laboratorie , Model l O l BR). The digital delay generator can be manually set to 
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delay the digital pulse from 0.1 µs to 9.9999999 seconds in 0.1 µs increments. 

Finally, the digital pulse signal is sent to the strobe light, which fires once per pulse. 

This setup allowed the position of the regenerator/displacer to be observed at various 

time intervals relative to the encoder pulse. A ruler with 1/64 inch increments was 

mounted next to the cylinder from which the position of the regenerator/displacer was 

measured. Two additional components of the setup include a feedback motor 

controller (Maxon, 4-Q-DC LSC 30/2), which receives a signal from the encoder, and 

a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS 220), which receives a signal from the signal 

conditioner. The motor controller was used to set the speed of the motor, and the 

oscilloscope was used to display the frequency of the regenerator/displacer's 

oscillation. This setup is shown in Fig. 29. 
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Figure 29 - Regenerator/Displacer Position Measurement Setup 

5.2.2 POSITION MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

The position of the regenerator/displacer during operation was measured and 

plotted verses time at two speeds, 10 Hz and 13 Hz. First, the motor speed was 

adjusted manually on the motor controller until the oscilloscope indicated the targeted 

frequency. The encoder pulse was displayed on the oscilloscope for reference. The 

frequency of the regenerator/displacer could be consistently controlled within ±0.1 
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Hz. The digital delay generator would first be set to 0.1 µs, which corresponds to a 

strobe flash firing 0.1 µs after the encoder pulse. The position of the regenerator 

displacer was then measured visually on the ruler and recorded. The 

regenerator/displacer position was recorded as the distance between the base of the 

cylinder and the bottom edge of the regenerator/displacer. Next, the digital delay was 

set to 0.0025 seconds, and the regenerator/displacer position was then measured and 

recorded. Subsequent to this, the digital delay was sequentially incremented by 

0.0025 seconds until an entire period of oscillation was reached. At each increment 

the regenerator/displacer position was measured and recorded. 

5.2.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SETUP 

The pressure measurements were made with a 50-psia piezoresistive pressure 

transducer (Endevco, 8530C-50) through a pressure tap in the cold side of the 

cylinder. The signal from the pressure transducer was read by a digital oscilloscope, 

which transferred the data to a PC. In addition, the oscilloscope received a signal 

from the encoder mounted to the drive motor, which was also transferred to the PC. 

A Labview program facilitated the interface between the PC and the oscilloscope. 

Just as in the position measurement setup, the drive motor speed was controlled by 

the motor controller. The cold side temperature of the cylinder was maintained by 

water flowing through a cooling loop, and the hot side temperature was maintained by 

a mica insulated electric heater (Minco, HM6807R3.9Ll2Tl), which was controlled 

manually with a variable transducer (Variac, TDGC-0.5KM). The hot and cold side 

temperatures were measured with thermocouples (Omega, KMQSS-062U-6) mounted 

in the cylinder top block and base respectively. Those thermocouples were read 

manually with handheld readouts. The pressure measurement setup is illustrated in 

Fig. 30. 
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5.2.4 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 
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The pressure in the cylinder was measured verses time through a range of 

temperature ratios from 1.2 to 2. Tests were done on two different working fluids, 

nitrogen and helium. Both working fluids were tested at two operating speeds, 10 Hz 

and 13 Hz. This test produced four data sets corresponding to two working fluids at 

two operating speeds. 

Before running any tests, the pressure transducer was calibrated. The pressure 

transducer was installed in a calibration station where it measured pressure 

concurrently with a high accuracy test gauge (Dwyer, 7314D). The m V output of the 

pressure transducer was displayed on the oscilloscope while the test gauge was read 

manually. Atmospheric pressure was read on a barometer (Oakton, WD-03316-80). 

The pressure applied to the calibration station was controlled either by a vacuum 

pump or a high pressure nitrogen tank. The m V output of the pressure transducer was 
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recorded at five pressure points including a vacuum, atmospheric pressure, and 

three points up to approximate]y 30 psia. The transducer readings were calibrated to 

the test gauge readings, and a linear calibration curve was established for the pressure 

measurements. 

Next, the thermocompressor was assembled with the pressure transducer 

installed and checked for leaks. The cylinder was pressurized with Nitrogen to 

approximately 22.8 psia and left static for ten minutes. After ten minutes the pressure 

reading dropped approximately 0.02 psia. With the cylinder still pressurized, the 

regenerator/displacer was then run at 10 Hz for ten minutes. After driving the 

regenerator/displacer for ten minutes, the pressure reading dropped approximately 

0.01 psia. This test confirmed that the cylinder leak rate was minimal. 

The same procedure was followed for all the pressure measurement tests. 

First, the cooling water was supplied to the looping loop from a laboratory sink faucet. 

After exiting the base, the water was discharged to the drain. The cooling water ran 

continuously during all tests. Next, a vacuum was pulled on the cylinder. Then, the 

heater was powered by the variable transducer, and the hot and cold temperatures 

were monitored. Insulation was placed over the hot side of the cylinder to reduce 

heat loss into the room. Once the temperature ratio between the hot and cold sides 

had nearly approached 1.2, the cylinder was filled with the working fluid. 

The fill process included clamping off the cylinder inlet, disconnecting the 

vacuum pump, connecting a gas tank to the cylinder inlet, unclamping the cylinder 

inlet, and slowly allowing the working fluid to enter the cylinder. The pressure 

increase in the cylinder was closely monitored as the working fluid was let into the 

cylinder. Once the cylinder pressure reached approximately atmospheric pressure, 

the cylinder inlet was clamped off. 

Once the fill process was complete, the motor was turned on, and its speed 

was adjusted until the appropriate operating speed was reached. As in the position 

measurement test, the frequency of the regenerator/displacer could be consistently 

controlled to within ±0.1 Hz. At this point, the pressure oscillation inside the cy]inder 

was displayed on the oscilloscope along with the drive motor encoder signal. Once 
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the temperature ratio across the thermocompressor reached 1.2, the oscilloscope 

data would be downloaded and stored in the PC. All of the other necessary 

information, such as the heater voltage and the high and low temperatures, was 

recorded manually. 

Once the pressure curve was downloaded at a specific temperature ratio the 

heater voltage was increased, and the temperatures were monitored until the 

temperature ratio reached the next point at which the pressure curve was recorded 

agam. The temperature ratio was incrementally increased from 1.2 to 2.0 in 

increments of 0.1. During any given test run, the speed of the thermocompressor was 

maintained constant at either 10 or 13 Hz. 

5.2.5 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT SETUP 

Dynamic temperature measurements were made inside the cylinder by feeding 

a thermocouple (Omega, SCASS-0lOE-6) through a small hole in the top of the 

cylinder and sealing it with high temperature epoxy (Duralco, 4525). The 

thermocouple had a 0.010 inch diameter stainless steel sheath with a 0.0015 inch 

diameter exposed tip. This thermocouple was chosen for its low time constant. 

According to the manufacturer's specification, this thermocouple has a time constant 

of approximately 0.005 seconds. The temperature variation in the hot side of the 

cylinder occurs in half of one period of oscillation, which when operating at 10 Hz is 

0.05 seconds. Therefore, the temperature variation occurs in 10 thermocouple time 

constants, which indicates that the thermocouple should be able to accurately measure 

the temperature variation. 

It should be noted that dynamic temperature measurements were not practical 

on the cold side of the cylinder due to the fact that the regenerator/displacer drive 

system included a magnet rotor, which was spinning immediately below the base of 

the cylinder. The motion of the magnets moving close to the thermocouple on the 

cold side caused erroneous measurements. 

The signal from the thermocouple was sent to a signal conditioner and 

subsequently to the oscilloscope. Just as in the pressure measurement test, the drive 
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motor encoder signal was also sent to the oscilloscope, and both signals were 

downloaded to the PC. The rest of this experimental setup was, in fact, identical to 

that described in the previous test with the exception of the pressure transducer, 

which was not used for the majority of this test. The pressure transducer was only 

used during the thermocompressor fill procedure. The temperature measurement 

setup is shown in Fig. 31 . 
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Figure 31 - Dynamic Hot Side Temperature Measurement Setup 

5.2.6 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

The temperature in the hot side of the cylinder was measured verses time 

through a range of temperature ratios from 1.2 to 2. Tests were done on two different 

working fluids, nitrogen and helium. This test was only done at a single operating 

speed of 10 Hz because the thermocouple's time response was not fast enough to 

accurately measure the temperature variation at 13 Hz. This test produced two sets of 

data corresponding to the two working fluids. 

The procedure for the temperature measurements is nearly identical to that for 

the pressure measurements. Once the thermocompressor was brought up to 

temperature, and the cylinder was filled with the working fluid, the pressure 

transducer was disconnected from the oscilloscope, and the thermocouple was 

connected. The reason why both instruments were not measured simultaneously is 
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that the oscilloscope was limited to two channels, and the second channel was 

occupied by the drive motor encoder signal. 

Once the thermocouple was connected to the oscilloscope and the temperature 

ratio across the thermocompressor reached 1.2, the oscilloscope data would be 

downloaded and stored in the PC. All of the other necessary information, such as the 

heater voltage and the high and low temperatures, was recorded manually. 

Once the temperature curve was downloaded at a specific temperature ratio 

the heater voltage was increased, and the temperatures were monitored until the 

temperature ratio reached the next point at which the temperature curve was recorded 

again. The temperature ratio was incrementally increased from 1.2 to 2.0 in 

increments of 0.1. During both test runs, the speed of the thermocompressor was 

maintained constant at 10 Hz. 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the experimental work will provide insight into the performance of 

the themocompressor. First, the position measurements of the regenerator/displacer 

are given. Next, the cylinder pressure measurements are presented and compared to 

the regenerator/displacer position. Finally, the hot side temperature measurements 

are plotted. In is the intention of this work to evaluate some of the design features of 

the device. 

6.1 REGENERATOR/DISPLACER POSITION VS. TIME 

Ideally, the regenerator/displacer would exhibit perfect sinusoidal motion. 

However, this is very difficult to achieve given a drive system, which incorporates a 

magnetic coupler and uses permanent magnets. The motion of the system is 

determined by many variables including the choice of magnets, the configuration of 

the magnets, the springs, and the mass of the regenerator/displacer; just to name a 

few. When all of these variables are fixed in the design, there is a range of speeds at 

which the device will operate and, even then, its motion will vary depending upon its 

speed. For the system presented here, the motion is plotted at two different speeds. 

The position of the regenerator/displacer was measured from its bottom edge 

to the bottom of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 32. Accordingly, a position of zero 

inches corresponds to bottom dead center, and a position of 0.250 inches corresponds 

to top dead center. 
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Figure 33 shows the position of the regenerator/displacer verses time when it 

is oscillating at 10 Hz. In some ways, the curve resembles a triangle wave, however, 

it has some distinct features, which are very different from a triangle wave. When the 

regenerator/displacer reaches bottom dead center, it stays there for approximately 

0.02 seconds before moving back up. This flat section is a result of the magnetic 

coupling in the drive system. The magnet rotor spins one revolution per oscillation of 

the regenerator/displacer. For half of a rotation the magnetic coupler pulls the 

regenerator/displacer down and for the other half, it pushes the regenerator/displacer 

up. At this speed the regenerator/displacer move down the cylinder to bottom dead 

center faster than the magnet rotor rotates to the opposite poles, which push the 

regenerator/displacer back up the cylinder. There is a period of time during which the 

magnet rotor simply holds the regenerator/displacer at bottom dead center. Also, the 

curve indicates that as the regenerator/displacer moves down the cylinder its linear 

speed is increasing. This is evidenced by the fact that the slope of its position verses 

time curve appears to get steeper as it gets closer to bottom dead center. This is also a 

result of the magnetic coupler. As the coupling magnets get closer together the 

attractive force between them increases, which increases the speed of the 

regenerator/displacer. 
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Figure 33 - Position vs. Time, Speed = 10 [Hz] - 10/18/04 

Figure 34 shows the position of the regenerator/displacer verses time when it 

is oscillating at 13 Hz. Again, the curve resembles a triangle wave in some ways; 

however, it also has some distinct features, which are very different from a triangle 

wave. At this speed, the magnet rotor is spinning fast enough that it does not hold the 

regenerator/displacer down at bottom dead center. However, the curve again 

indicates that the speed the regenerator/displacer increases as it moves down the 

cylinder. This is the same characteristic that was observed in Fig. 33 
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Figure 34 - Position vs. Time, Speed = 13 [Hz] - 10/18/04 

6.2 CYLINDER PRESSURE VS. TIME 

The cylinder pressure measurement comprise the bulk of the experiments. 

Because the thermal efficiency of the thermocompressor is not meaningful without 

mass flowing through the device, this data represents the best figure of merit for the 

thermocompressor. 

6.2.1 PRESSURE RATIO VS. TEMPERATURE RATIO 

Figure 35 shows the pres ure ratio of the thermocompressor verses 

temperature ratio for each of the test runs. As expected, the curves show that there is 

a linear relation hip between pressure ratio and temperature ratio. Overall, there 

appears to be very little difference between any of the runs. The pressure ratios for 

the runs with N2 appear to be very similar to those with He. The pressure ratios 

appear to be slightly higher for the runs at 10 Hz compared to those at 13 Hz. This 

may be because there is more time for heat to transfer to the cylinder when the 



regenerator/displacer is moving slower. Consequently, the pressure increase is 

greater. However, even this is a very slight difference between the curves. 
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6.2.2 PRESSURE VS. TIME - N2, IO Hz 
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Figures 36-44 show the pressure variation inside the cylinder along with the 

position of the regenerator/displacer. The working fluid for this run was N2, and the 

operating speed was 10 Hz. As can be seen, the pressure curves closely follow the 

position curves. The cylinder pressure appears to be directly proportional to the 

regenerator/displacer position. The highest pressure ratio in this run is 1.32 for a 

temperature ratio of 2.0. The pressure transducer used (Endevco, 8530C-50) had a 

specified accuracy of ±0.11 psia and, as shown in Appendix D, the maximum 

uncertainty for these pressure measurements is ±0.274 psia. 
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Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 10 [Hz], TRAno = 1.8, PRATIO = 1.26 
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6.2.3 PRESSURE VS. TIME - N2, 13 Hz 
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Figures 45-53 show the pressure variation inside the cylinder along with the 

position of the regenerator/displacer for an experimental run with N2, operating at 13 

Hz. Again, the pressure curves closely follow the position curves. The highest 

pressure ratio in this run is 1.29 for a temperature ratio of 2.0. Also, the maximum 

uncertainty for these pressure measurements is ±0.274 psia. 
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Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.4, PRATIO = 1.13 
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Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 13 [Hz], T RATIO= 1.5, PRATIO = 1.16 
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Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.7, PRATIO = 1.21 
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Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 2.0, PRATIO = 1.29 

6.2.4 PRESSURE VS. TIME - He, 10 Hz 
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Figures 54-62 show the pressure variation inside the cylinder along with the 

position of the regenerator/displacer for an experimental run with He, operating at l 0 

Hz. Again, the pressure curves closely follow the position curves. The highest 

pressure ratio in this run is 1.32 for a temperature ratio of 2.0. The maximum 

unce1tainty of the pressure measurements is ±0.274 psia. 
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6.2.5 PRESSURE VS. TIME - He, 13 Hz 
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Figures 63-70 show the pressure variation inside the cylinder along with the 

position of the regenerator/displacer for an experimental run with He, operating at 13 

Hz. Again, the pressure curves closely follow the position curves. The highest 

pressure ratio in this run is 1.27 for a temperature ratio of 1.9. Unfortunately, this run 

does not include a measurement at a temperature ratio of 2.0 because the 

thermocompressor was not operating correctly at that speed for this run. The 

maximum uncertainty for these pressure measurements is also ±0.274 psia. 
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Working Fluid= He, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.4, PRATIO = 1.14 
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Working Fluid= He, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.6, PRATIO = 1.20 
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Working Fluid= He, Speed= 13 [Hz], T RATIO= 1.7, PRATIO = 1.22 
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Working Fluid= He, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.8, PRATIO = 1.24 
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Figure 70 - Pressure vs. Time (Blue) & Position vs. Time (Black) - 10/12/04 

Working Fluid= He, Speed= 13 [Hz], TRATIO = 1.9, PRAno = 1.27 
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6.3 HOT SIDE TEMPERATURE VS. TIME 

When examining the temperature measurements made inside the cylinder, it is 

necessary to consider the location of the thermocouple. As shown in Fig. 71, the 

thermocouple was inserted into the center of the hot space a distance of 0.030 inches 

below the top of the cylinder. The thermocouple mated with a hole in the top center 

of the regenerator/displacer, which had a depth of 0.050 inches. The temperature 

measurements, therefore, indicate the change in temperature of the thermocouple, 

which is near the top surface of the cylinder. The measurements do not, however, 

accurately reflect the full temperature variation inside the cylinder. 

THERMOCOUPLE 

0 
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l 
oO'fO" 

0.050" 

i 
REGENERATOR/ 

DISPLACER 

Figure 71 - Hot Side Thermocouple Placement 

Because the thermocouple is placed near the top of the cylinder in the center, its 

measurements may be influenced by several factors. First, as the 

regenerator/displacer starts to move down from top dead center, the gas rushes into 

the hot space from the sides of the cylinder. Therefore, there is a slight delay before 

the incoming gas reaches the thermocouple. When it does reach the thermocouple, it 

may be experiencing turbulent mixing, which would help facilitate heat transfer. As 

the regenerator/displacer get closer to bottom dead center, the gas enters the cylinder 



much slower and further away from the thermocouple. 

measurements are less sensitive to temperature swing at that point. 

6.3.1 HOT SIDE TEMPERATURE VS. TIME - N2, 10 Hz 

83 
Therefore, the 

Figure 72 shows the temperature measurements for an experimental run with 

N2, operating at 10 Hz with a temperature ratio of two. The temperature variation 

appears to be approximately 3 °C, which would indicate that the region near the top of 

the cylinder might be close to isothermal. This does not, however, imply that the 

entire hot space is necessarily nearly isotheral. 
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Figure 72 - Hot Side Temperature vs. Time - 10/28/04 

Working Fluid= N2, Speed= 10 [Hz], TRATIO = 2.0 

0.18 0.2 

Temperature curves were measured for a range of temperature ratios from 1 .2 to 2 for 

N2 operating a 10 Hz. Those data sets were condensed into a summary plot as shown 

in Fig. 73. The thermocouple used (Omega, SCASS-1 0E-6) had a specified accuracy 



of ± 1.1 °C and, as shown in Appendix D, the maximum uncertainty for these 

temperature mea urements is ±2.74 °C. 
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6.3.2 HOT SIDE TEMPERATURE VS. TIME - He, 10 Hz 
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Figure 74 shows the temperature measurements for an experimental run with 

He, operating at 10 Hz with a temperature ratio of two. The temperature variation 

appears to be approximately 13.7 °C, which indicates that the temperature swing is 

higher for He than N2, but till small. 

Temperature curves were measured for a range of temperature ratios from 1.2 

to 2 for He operating at 10 Hz. Those data sets were condensed into a summary plot 

as shown in Fig. 75. Again, the maximum uncertainty for these temperature 

measurements is ±2.74 °C. 
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Comparing Fig. 73 to Fig. 75 shows that the hot side temperature variation 

for He is larger than for N2. This is surprising due to the higher thermal conductivity 

of He over N2 . However, He also has a higher specific heat than N2, which may 

account for these results. Because the thermal conductivity of He is higher, the heat 

transfer rate to the gas is higher, but the higher specific heat requires more heat and 

consequently more time to raise the gas temperature. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

An analytical model of the thermocompressor cycle has been developed, 

which incorporates dead volume in the cylinder, dead volume in the regenerator, and 

regenerator effectiveness. The model shows that the thermal efficiency of the device 

is highly sensitive to regenerator effectiveness. A regenerator optimization was 

presented, which indicated that the maximum predicted thermal efficiency for the 

device was 45-50% of Carnot efficiency with a regenerator effectiveness of 

approximately 96% and regenerator dead volume of approximately 26%. This model 

did not, however, take into account axial conduction along the regenerator, which 

would lower the thermal efficiency. This model, therefore, indicates that the 

thermocompressor must operate with very high regeneration to return approximately 

half of Carnot efficiency. This raises questions about the practicality of the device 

particularly of achieving regeneration high enough to make the concept advantageous. 

More detailed modeling work, which incorporates axial conduction and non

isothermal hot and cold spaces would be beneficial to further understanding this cycle. 

A thermocompressor has been built and tested, which produces pressure ratios 

of approximately 75% of the temperature ratios. Nitrogen and Helium both appear to 

perform equally well despite the higher thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity 

of Helium over Nitrogen. In addition, operating speed does not appear to 

significantly affect the pressure ratio. The temperature variation near the top of the 

hot side does not appear to fluctuate more than approximately 13.7 °C during 

operation. This indicates that the region near the top of the cylinder is close to 

isothermal. The experimental device demonstrates the feasibility and merits of 

magnetically coupling the regenerator/displacer to its drive system, which eliminates 

the need for a sliding seal. More experimental work would be helpful to investigate 

the practicality of achieving much higher regeneration, which would significantly 

improve system performance. In addition, designs incorporating increased heat 

transfer area to the hot and cold spaces could greatly improve performance by 

reducing temperature fluctuation in the cylinder during operation. 
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APPENDIX A: EES THERMOCOMPRESSOR MODEL 

An additional tool that was used in the analysis of the thermocompressor cycle 

was a software package called Engineering Equation Solver (EES). A model was 

built in EES which fully describes the operation and performance of the 

thermocompressor. The advantage of the EES model is that it uses an equation of 

state, which is built into EES, and therefore can be applied to a non-ideal gas working 

fluid. This model includes regenerator effectiveness, regenerator dead volume, and 

cylinder dead volume as parameters. Figure A] is a screen shot of the EES diagram 

window for the model Figures A2 and A3 were produced with the EES model and 

are consistent with Figs. I 1 and 12. 
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The EES code is given below. 

{THERMOCOMPRESSOR MODEL - VERSION 1 

MICHAEL EDWARDS 
RICH PETERSON 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 

SUMMER 2004) 

{This EES program is used to model the performance of a thermocompressor using an ideal gas. 
Regenerator volume and dead space are taken into accout in the model.) 

{This SUBPROGRAM will find the pressure at any point X between State 1 and State 2. 
These pressures will be used to numerically integrate the PV curve from State 1 to State 2.) 
SUBPROGRAM P _ 1X2(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V _HX,V _REG,V _DSL,V _DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L,P _X) 

{Volume of the thermocompressor.) 
V=DEL TAL *(Pl*DA2)/4 

{State 1) 
m_L 1 =VNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
m_H1=0 
m_REG1 =V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _L) 
m_DSL 1 =V _DSUVOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
m_DSH1 =V _DSHNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _L) 
m_ T1 X=m_L 1 +m_H1 +m_REG1 +m_DSL 1 +m_DSH1 

{State X) 
m_LX=V _LX/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _X) 
m_HX=V _HX/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _X) 
m_REGX=V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _X) 
m_DSLX=V _DSUVOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _X) 
m_DSHX=V _DSH/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _X) 
V=V_LX+V_HX 
m_T1X=m_LX+m_HX+m_REGX+m_DSLX+m_DSHX 

END 

{This FUNCTION will numerically integrate the PV curve from State 1 to State 2 using the mid-point method. 
The number of divisions from State 1 to State 2 is given by h.) 
FUNCTION W_ 12(h,workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V _H2,V _REG,V _DSL,V _DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L) 

{First find dV:) 
dV_H:=V_H2/h 

work12:=0 
n:=0 
REPEAT 

{Find the pressure at point a:) 
V _HX:=n*dV _H 
CALL P _ 1X2(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_HX,V_REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T_R,P _L,P _X) 
P _ 1 Xa:=P _X*1 000 

{Move from point a to point b:) 
n:=n+ 1 

{Find the pressure at point b:) 
V _HX:=n*dV _H 
CALL P _ 1X2(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V _HX,V _REG,V _DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L,P _X) 
P _ 1 Xb:=P _X*1000 

{Calculate the area under the curve from a to b and add to the current total area:) 
work12:=0.5*(P _ 1 Xa+P _ 1 Xb)*dV _H+work12 
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UNTIL (n=h) 

{The work from State 1 to State 2 is given by the total area under the PV curve.) 
W_12:=work12 

END 

{This FUNCTION will increase the number of divisions used to discretize the volume from State 1 to State 2. 
The number of divisions from State 1 to State 2 will be increased until the error is below a stopping criteria.) 
FUNCTION work_ 12(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_H2,V_REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L) 

W_12b:=0 

h:=1 
REPEAT 

W 12a:=W_12b 

W_ 12b:=W_ 12(h,workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_H2,V _REG,V _DSL,V _DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L) 

h:=h+1 

k:=W _ 12b-W _ 12a 
UNTIL (k > -1 E-6) AND (k < 1 E-6) 

work_ 12:=W_ 12b 

END 

{This SUBPROGRAM will find the pressure at any point X between State 3 and State 4. 
These pressures will be used to numerically integrate the PV curve from State 3 to State 4.) 
SUBPROGRAM P _3X4(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL, V _HX,V _REG,V _DSL,V _DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H,P _X) 

{Volume of the thermocompressor.) 
V=DEL TAL *(Pl*D-"2)/4 

{State 3) 
m_L3=0 
m_H3=VNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
m_REG3=V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _H) 
m_DSL3=V _DSL/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _H) 
m_DSH3=V_DSH/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
m_ T3X=m_L3+m_H3+m_REG3+m_DSL3+m_DSH3 

{State X) 
m_LX=V _LX/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T_L,P=P _X) 
m_HX=V _HX/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T_H,P=P _X) 
m_REGX=V_REG/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _X) 
m_DSLX=V _DSL/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _X) 
m_DSHX=V _DSHNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _X) 
V=V_LX+V_HX 
m_T3X=m_LX+m_HX+m_REGX+m_DSLX+m_DSHX 

END 

{This FUNCTION will numerically integrate the PV curve from State 3 to State 4 using the mid-point method. 
The number of divisions from State 3 to State 4 is given by h.) 
FUNCTION W_34(h,workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_H4,V _REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H) 

V:=DEL TAL *(Pl*D-"2)/4 
dV_H:=(V-V_H4)/h 

work34:=0 
n:=0 
REPEAT 

V _HX:=V-n*dV _H 
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CALL P _3X4(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_HX,V_REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H,P _X) 
P _3Xa:=P _X*1000 

n:=n+ 1 

V _HX:=V-n*dV _H 
CALL P _3X4(workingFluid$,D,DELTAL,V_HX,V_REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H,P _X) 
P _3Xb:=P _X*1000 

work34:=0.5*(P _3Xa+P _3Xb)*dV_H+work34 

UNTIL (n=h) 

W _34:=-work34 

END 

{This FUNCTION will increase the number of divisions used to discretize the volume from State 3 to State 4. 
The number of divisions from State 3 to State 4 will be increased until the error is below a stopping criteria.) 
FUNCTION work_34(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_H4,V_REG,V_DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H) 

W_34b:=0 

h:=1 
REPEAT 

W _34a:=W _34b 

W _34b:=W _34(h,workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V _H4, V _REG, V _DSL,V _DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H) 

h:=h+ 1 

k:=W _34b-W _34a 
UNTIL (k > -1 E-6) AND (k < 1 E-6) 

work_34:=W _34b 

END 

{Thermocompressor Model) 

{Volume of the thermocompressor.) 
V=DEL TAL *(Pl*D"2)/4 
DS_REG=1 00*V _REGN_ T 
DS_LOW=1 00*V _DSLN _ T 
DS_HIGH=100*V_DSHN_T 
V_T=V+V_REG+V_DSH+V_DSL 

P _H=PressureRatio*P _L 
PressureRatioMax=P _HMAX/P _L 
Plstar=P _UP _H 

Tlstar=(T _L+273)/(T _H+273) 
T em peratu re Ratio= 1 /Tlstar 
Tlstar_R=(T _R+273)/(T _H+273) 
T _R=(T _H+ T _L)/2 

{First calculate the theoretical P _high_max from a mass balance.) 

{State 1) 
m_L 1 =VNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
m_H1=0 
m_REG1 =V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _L) 
m_DSL 1 =V _DSLNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
m_DSH1=V _DSH/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _L) 
m_ T12=m_L 1 +m_H1 +m_REG 1 +m_DSL 1 +m_DSH 1 

{State 2) 
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V _L2=m_L2*VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _H) 
V_H2=m_H2*VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
V=V_H2+V_L2 

m_REG2=V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _H) 
m_DSL2=V _DSLNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _H) 
m_DSH2=V _DSHNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
m_ T12=m_L2+m_H2+m_REG2+m_DSL2+m_DSH2 

{State 3 w/o valves - this is the maximum P _H that can be reached) 
m_L3MAX=0 
m_H3MAX=VNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _HMAX) 
m_REG3MAX=V_REG/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _HMAX) 
m_DSL3MAX=V _DSL/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _HMAX) 
m_DSH3MAX=V _DSHNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _HMAX) 
m_T12=m_L3MAX+m_H3MAX+m_REG3MAX+m_DSL3MAX+m_DSH3MAX 

{PROCESS 1-2) 

{HOT SIDE) 
W_H12=work_ 12(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V_H2,V_REG,V _DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _L) 

{Energy Balance) 
(m_H2-m_H 1 )*u_H 12*1000=Q_H12-W _H12+(m_H2-m_H 1 )*h_H 12*1000 

u_H12=INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _H) 
h_H12=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _H) 

{COLD SIDE) 
W_L 12=-W_H12 

{Energy Balance) 
(m_L2*u_L2*1000-m_L 1 *u_L 1 *1 000)=O_L 12-W _L 12+(m_L2*h_L2*1000-m_L 1 *h_L 1*1000) 

u_L 1 =INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
u_L2=INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
h_L 1=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
h_L2=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 

{PROCESS 2-3) 

DEL T Am_23=m_ T12-m H3 

{HOT SIDE) 
W _H23=P _H*(V-V _H2)*1000 

Q_H23=0 

{COLD SIDE) 
W_L23=-W_H23 

Q_L23=0 

{PROCESS 3-4) 

{State 3) 
m_L3=0 
m_H3=VNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
m_REG3=V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _H) 
m_DSL3=V _DSUVOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _H) 
m_DSH3=V _DSH/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _H) 
m_T34=m_L3+m_H3+m_REG3+m_DSL3+m_DSH3 

{State 4) 
m_L4=V _L4NOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
m_H4=V _H4/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _L) 
m_REG4=V _REGNOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _R,P=P _L) 
m_DSL4=V _DSL/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
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m_DSH4=V_DSH/VOLUME(workingFluid$,T = T _H,P=P _L) 
V=V_H4+V_L4 
m_T34=m_L4+m_H4+m_REG4+m_DSL4+m_DSH4 

{HOT SIDE) 
W _H34=work_34(workingFluid$,D,DEL TAL,V _H4,V _REG,V _DSL,V_DSH,T _L,T _H,T _R,P _H) 

{Energy Balance) 
(m_H4-m_H3)*u_H34*1000=Q_H34-W _H34+(m_H4-m_H3)*h_H34 *1000 

u_H34=INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _H) 
h_H34=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _H) 

{COLD SIDE) 
W _L34=-W _H34 

{Energy Balance) 
(m_L4 *u_L4 *1 000-m_L3*u_L3*1 000)=Q_L34-W _L34+(m_L4 *h_L4 *1OOO-m_L3*h_L3*1000) 

u_L3=INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
u_L4=INTENERGY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
h_L3=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 
h_L4=ENTHALPY(workingFluid$,T = T _L) 

{PROCESS 4-1) 

DEL TAm_ 41 =m_L 1-m_ T34 

{HOT SIDE) 
W _H41 =P _L *(0-V _H4)*1000 

Q_H41=0 

{COLD SIDE) 
W_L41=-W_H41 

Q_L41=0 

{REGEN ERA TOR EFFECTIVENESS) 
gamma=CP(workingFluid$,T = T _R)/CV(workingFluid$,T = T _R) 
Q_HHX12=((V _H2/V _ T)+(1-Plstar)*(V _DSUV _ T))*(gamma/(gamma-1 ))*(1-Tlstar)*(1-RegEffectiveness) 
Q_HHX23=(1-(V _H2+V _DSH+V _REG+V _DSL)/V _ T)*(gamma/(gamma-1 ))*(1-Tlstar)*(1-RegEffectiveness) 

{THERMAL EFFICIENCY) 
R=8314/M 
M=MOLARMASS(workingFluid$) 
eta_ TH=(DEL TAm_ 41 *R*(T _L+273.15)*In(P _H/P _L))/(Q_H12+Q_HHX12+Q_HHX23+Q_H34) 
eta_ THcarnot=1-(T _L+273.15)/(T _H+273.15) 

{VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY) 
rho_lNLET =DENSITY(workingFluid$,T = T _L,P=P _L) 
eta_ VOL=DEL TAm_ 41/(rho_l NLET*V _ T) 
eta_ VOLideal=1-(Tlstar/Plstar) 

{WORK OUTPUT) 
W=Freq*(DEL TAm_ 41 *R*(T _L+273.15)*In(P _HIP _L)) 
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APPENDIX B: REGENERATOR OPTIMIZATION MATHCAD CODE 

The following MathCAD code was used for the regenerator optimization, 

which was presented in Section 4.8. 

THERMOCOMPRESSOR REGENERATOR OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
SUMMER - WINTER 2004 

MICHAEL EDWARDS 

THERMOCOMPRESSOR CYCLE: 

P-T 1-P T P-T l 
V H4(P,T,T R•v REG•v DSL•VDSH•E,r'i :=----V DSH----~-·V REo----·V REo--·V DSL 

P·(l-T) P•(l-T)TR P·(l-T) P 

&n H34,P ,T ,T R• V REG•v DSL• v DSH0 E0 'Y) :=-\1-P·V H4(P ,T ,T R• V REG•v DSL• v DSH•s,r;-P·V DSH-v REG-v DSL} 

I T t-T R T \ 1r 
w H34IP,T,T R•v REG•v DSL•v DSH•E,'Y) :=i-----~.Y REG-v DsL) •10 '1-: 

\T-1 1-T TR I P, 

THERMAL EFFICIENCY: 

Qm\P.T.T R· V REG·v DSL· V !)5H,e,y) ::::QH1:it,T,T R• V REG·v DSL• V DSH•e.y) +QHHx1¥',T,T R·v REG'v DSL·v DSH·e,y) +QHHx2JJ:>,T,T R·v REG·v DSL.•v DSH•c~I +Qtt,,.IP,T.T R·v REG· V DSL•v DSH·e,y) 



ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS: 

Atmospheric Pressure: P atm :=101325Pa 

Room Temperature: T atm :=3OO·K 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF N2@ 450 K: 

p :=0.7485 kg 
3 

m 

C p := 105~ 
kg·K 

µ :=239.610-?,N•s 
2 

m 

k :=35.8,10-
3 ..!!._ 

m-K 

THERMOCOMPRESSOR GEOMETRY: 

-7 N·s 
µ s :=200·10 ~ 

2 
m 

,_8314 1 
R.--~ 

28.01 kg·K 

,_µ 
y.-

p 

Pr :=0.703 

U.1 
CylinderLength(AspectRatio, V,A) :=2·AspectRatio·[-

2

1 
V ] \

3

/ 
( lt ·( AspectRatio·(- 1 +A))) 

Cylinder Diameter( AspectRatio, L) ;_-__ L __ 
AspectRatio 

StrokeLength(L,A) :=L-A·L 

Cylinder Area, D) :=.::.. ·D
2 

4 

REGENERATOR GEOMETRY: 

Reg Length( L, A) : =1c ·L 

RegPerimeter(n,d) :=n'lt -d 

REGENERATOR SPEED: r:=lO·Hz 1 
c.1:=-

2·f 

y:=1.4 

MASS FLOW RATE: P a1m·V 
mass(V) :---

R ·T atm 

m(V) :_mass(V) 
t.t 

m(V) 
v AIR(V,n,d) :--------

1 

REYNOLDS NUMBER: 
v AIR(V,n,d)·d 

Re(V,n,d) :------
v 

NUSSEL T NUMBER: 

Nu(V,L,A,n,d) := 
R ( 

3 , 0.14 
3 66 f 

e V,n,d)·Pr µ ·, 
2 • I ·•-1 < 

I A·L \µ Si 

d 

l,
8

6,[ Re(V,n,d)·Pr ½_;...!:';_ O.l
4
] 

A·L ',µ s. 

d 

-
/ 3 0.14 

if Re(V,n,d)·Pr . ...!:':_\ ~ 
: H µs/ 

d 

p ·RegArea, n, d) '-
. 2 
1Il 
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FILM COEFFICIENT: 

NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS: 

REGENERATOR EFFECTIVENESS: 

FRICTION COEFFICIENT: 

HEAD LOSS: 

REGERENERATOR DEAD VOLUME: 

REGENERATOR SURFACE AREA: 

SET OPERATING CONDITIONS: 

TEMPERATURE RATIO: T RATIO := 2 

p L :=p atm 

TL :=T atm 

SET CYLINDER DIMENSIONS: v :=0.175-in 3 

CALCULATE THERMAL EFFICIENCY: 

h(V, L,A.,n,d) :-Nu(V ,L, A., n,d) ·k 
d 

NTU(V, I., A.,n,d): h(V, L, A., n,d)-RcgPerimeter(n,d) ·A.·L 

c p·m(V) 

EPSILON(V,L,A.,n,d): NTU(V,l.,A.,n,d) 

64 
f(V,n,d) :----

Re(V,n,d) 

i+NTU(V,L,A.,n,d) 

p ·v AIR(V,n,d)2 ;\.·L 
Af'(V,L,A.,n,d) :=t(V,n,d)-----

2 

REG_VOL(V,L,A.,n,d): RegAre,(n,d)·;\.·L 
v+ RegAre,(n,d) ·;\.·L 

REG_AREA(D,n,d): RegAre,(n,d) 
CylinderArea(D) 

d 

PRESSURE RATIO: T RATIO+ I 
p RATIO:------

2 

pH :=p RATIO ·P atm 

T H :=T RATIO -T atm 

AspectRatio : = I 

TL+TH 
TR:-----

2-T H 

d :=0.020 V DSL :=0 YnsH:=o 

MaxLambda :=0.9 MinLambda :=0.5 i max :=JOO i :=o .. i max 

MaxNumHolcs :=360 MinNumHoles :=120 j max :=MaxNumHoles- MinNumHoles 

j :=O .. j max 

100 

,_ ; J J ,· · • · ' \ • SJLOMU C 1· d• L' 'a R 'M ),\ ), d\ j ~- . ,-~ TH--,--,T R,REG_ VOI,V,CyltndcrLeng\lt.spectRat!<Y,J..) ,J..,n.,d ,V DSL·V DSH,EP ,1,, .y tn er eng(~spect alj~, .1 , i'n
1
., / ,y 

t,J ,p RA TIO T RA TIO ' I 1 J J ' ' I ; 

EPSILON .. :=EPSILON I V,CylinderLength (AspectRatio, V, 'A.\, 'A., n., d) 
l ,J ' , I\ I J , 

REG VOL .. :=REG_ VOUV,CylinderLength ( AspectRatio, V, 'A.\, 'A., n., d'.1 
- l,J ' ·, Ji I J I 



LOCATE OPTIMUM VALUES FOR LAMBDA, EPSILON, AND REGENERATOR VOLUME: 

Row Index( C) := N+- 100 

for hE 0 .. N 

I 
x!
• <C> • ,, I <C> '1 I -5 •, 

bh+-1 if !11h,c=ma T] .1 •11 ma,(17)- maxl] . <1·10 ; 

bh +-0 otherwise 

for h E 0 .. N 

bh+-bh·h 

mal(b) 

Lambda:= N+-240 RegVolume:= N+-240 RegEffectiveness := N+-240 

for h E 0 .. N for h E 0 .. N for h E 0 .. N 

R+- Row Index( h) R+- Row Index( h) R+- Row Index( h) 
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bh+-AR if R>0 bh+-REG_VO'il_,h if R>1 bh+-EPSILO~,h if R>0 

bh +-0 otherwise bh +-0 otherwise bh +-0 otherwise 

b A+-0 A+-0 

PROGRAM OUTPUTS: 

B+-0 

for h E 0 .. N 

A 

B 

I
A+-A+bh if bh>0 

B+-B+ 1 if bh>0 

B+-0 

for hE 0 .. N 

A 

B 

I 
A+-A+ bh if bh>0 

B+-B+ 1 if bh>0 

SYSTEM OPERATING CONDITIONS: T RATIO= 2 PRAno=i.5 V=0.175oin
3 

AspectRatio =l d =0.02 

MAXIMUM PREDICTED THERMAL EFFICIENCY: mal(T]) = 0.28 

OPTIMAL REGENERATOR DEAD SPACE: Reg Volume= 0.27 

OPTIMAL REGENERATOR EFFECTIVENESS: RegEffectiveness = 0.969 
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THERMAL EFFICIENCY VS. NUMBER OF HOLES AND LAMBDA: 

120 180 240 300 36C 

Tl 

REGENERATOR VOLUME VS. NUMBER OF HOLES AND LAMBDA: 

REG VOL 



REGENERATOR VOLUME VS. NUMBER OF HOLES AND LAMBDA: 

EPSILON 

NUMBER OF HOLES VS. LAMBDA FOR OPTIMAL CONFIGURATION: 

n 
J 

340 

,so~---~--~~--~~--~---~---~---~---~ 
U ~ M W U = U ~ U 

Lambda 
I 
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APPENDIX C: REGENERATOR EFFECTNENESS MATHCAD CODE 

The following MathCAD code was used to estimate the regenerator 

effectiveness of the regenerator, which was presented in Section 5.1.2. 

REGENERATOR EFFECTIVENESS ESTIMATE 
FALL 2004 

MICHAEL EDWARDS 

Atmospheric Pressure: 

Room Temperature: 

Universal Gas Constant: 

Material Properties of N2 @ 450 K: 

P atm := 14.7·psi 

T atm :=30OK 

R:= 8314 __ 1_ 
28.01 kg·K 

p :=0.7485-kg 
m3 

-7 N·s 
µ :=239.610 ·-

2 m 

V :=!:. 
p 

µ s :=20Pr:=0.703 
L 

m 

C :=1050-J_ 
p kg·K 

Regenerator Speed: 

2 

k:=35.8·10- 3
-~ a :=45.610- 6

-~ 

f := lO·Hz 

m-K s 

1 
ii t :=-

2·f 

Regenerator Geometry: 

D :=0.025-in N :=36 A :=N-2:..-D2 P :=N·rr ·D 
4 

L := 0.69·ir 

Thermocompressor Hot/Cold Volume: o := 2·0.125-in v := Ii .2:...,( 0.945-in)2 

Fluid Flow Rate: 
P atm·V 

mass:- __ _ mass 
m ·= .--

RT atm ii t 

Reynold's Number: 
V 

Nusselt Number: Nu :=3.66 

Film Coefficient: 

Number of Transfer Units: h·P·L 
NTU:=--

Regenerator Effectiveness: 

cp·m 

NTU 
£ :=---

1~ NTTT 

m 
VAIR:=

p·A 

£ = 0.791 

4 
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APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY 

The uncertainty for each of the measurements presented in the results section 

is given in this appendix. Because of the large number of data points in the 

measurements, only the uncertainty of the worst case will be shown for each 

measurement. Table D 1 lists the specifications of each of the instruments used in the 

experimental setups. 

Table D1: Instrument Specifications 
Ruler 
!Resolution: 

Strobe Li ht 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 
Tri er to flash dela 

Diqital Delay Generator 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 

Type K Thermocouple 
Supplier: 
Model number: 

Stated accuracy: 

Handheld Panel Temperature Meter 
Supplier: 
Model number: 

Stated accuracy: 

Resolution: 

Handheld Temperature Meter 
Supplier: 
Model number: 

Stated accuracy: 

Resolution: 

1/64 in 

Omega 
HHT41 
±0.1 FPM or ±0.1 % of reading, whichever is greater 
<5 sec 

California Avionics Laboratories 
101BR 
0.0025% of delay or ±20 ns, whichever is qreater 

Omega 
KMQSS-062U-6 

0.4% of reading or 1.1°c, whichever is qreater 

Omega 
DP470 

0.5° C 

0.1° C 

Omega 
HHM31 

±(0.3% of reading + 1 ° C) 

0.1° C 



Pressure Transducer 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 
Accuracy: 
Sensitivity: 

Barometer 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 
Resolution: 

Pressure Test Gauqe 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 
Resolution: 

T e K Thermocou le 
Supplier: 
Model number: 

Stated accuracy: 

Siqnal Conditioner 
Supplier: 
Model number: 
Stated accuracy: 

Endevco 
8530C-50 
0.22% of full scale 
0.11 psi 
3.11 MV/psi 

Oakton 
03316-80 
1.0 mbar 
1.0 mbar 

Dwyer 
7314D 
0.25 psi 
0.01 psi 

Omega 
SCASS-01 0E-6 

0.4% of readin or 1.1 ° C, whichever is reater 

Omega 
OM5-WMV-10A 
±(0.05% span + 1 0 µV RTI) 

D.1 POSITION MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY 

The uncertainty of the position measurement is half of the resolution of the ruler: 

Maximum uncertainty of the position measurement: l±l/128 inl 

106 

The uncertainty of the timing of the position measurement 1s the combined 

uncertainties of the digital delay generator and the strobe light flash delay: 

• Digital Delay Generator: uDDc = (0.0025% )(0.0999999) = 2.5 -1 o-6 
s 

(Maximum delay= 0.0999999 s.) 

• Strobe Light: UsL = 5 · 1 o-6 s 
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Maximum uncertainty of the position measurement timing: 1±5.6 µsl 

D.2 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY 

The uncertainty of the hot temperature measurement is the combined uncertainties of 

the thermocouple and the handheld panel meter: 

• Thermocouple: uTCH = (0.4%)(340°C) = l.36°C 

(Maximum temperature measurement= 340° C.) 

• Panel Meter: uPM = .Jo.5 2 + 0.052 °C 

Maximum uncertainty of the hot temperature measurement: J±l .45° cj 
The uncertainty of the cold temperature measurement is the combined uncertainties of 

the thermocouple and the handheld panel meter: 

• Thermocouple: uTcc = l.1°C 

• HandheldMeter: uHH =(0.3%·19+0.05)°C 
(Maximum temperature measurement= 19° C.) 

➔ UTMC = .J UTCC 
2 

+ U HH 
2 

Maximum uncertainty of the cold temperature measurement: J±I .53° cJ 

D.3 CYLINDER PRESSURE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY 

The pressure transducer was calibrated with six data points. Although, there is some 

non-linearity in the oscilloscope, it is assumed to be negligible compared to the 

uncertainty of the calibration. The six data points are given in Table D2, and the 

calibration curve is shown in Fig. D 1. 

Table D2: Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve 

Transducer Output rmVl Pressure Reading [psial Calibration Instrument 

-1.22 0 Vaccum Pump 

43.9 14.71 Barometer 

80.5 26.87 Test GauQe 

112 37.19 Test GauQe 

143 47.38 Test Gauae 

43.1 14.71 Barometer 



50 -r-----------------
'i' 45 
·;;; 40 
C. ...... 
c, 35 

·= 30 "'C 
m 25 
CC 20 
I!:! :::, 15 

~ 10 
I!:! a. 5 

y = 0.3284x + 0.4153 

R2 = 1 

o~-----------------' 
0 50 100 150 

Transducer Output [mV] 

Figure D1 - Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve 
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The error of each of the calibration instruments propagates into the calibration curve. 

Unfortunately, because Microsoft Excel was used to curve fit the data points, the 

functional relationship between the calibration curve and the five data points is 

unknown. Therefore, the uncertainty analysis will be performed for the worst case 

scenario, which would include the maximum uncertainty for each of the calibration 

instruments and the uncertainty of the pressure transducer itself. It is assumed that 

the vacuum pump pulls a vacuum to at least 1.0 mbar. 

• Vacuum Pump: 

• Barometer: 

• Test Gauge: 

Uvc = 0.0145 psi a 

u8 =0.0l45psia 

uTG = ✓0.25 2 + 0.0052 psia 

• Pressure Transducer: uPT = 0. l lpsia 
,~-2---2 ___ 2 ___ 2 

➔ UPM = '\J Uvc + UB + 3 • UTG + UPT 

Maximum uncertainty of the pressure measurement: l±0.27 4 psi~ 

This uncertainty is 1.9% of the smallest pressure reading, which is 14.7 psia. It 

should be noted, however, that this is the maximum possible uncertainty. If the 

functional relationship between the calibration points and the calibration curve were 

known, a lower, more realistic uncertainty could be calculated. 
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D.4 DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY 

The thermocouple was calibrated with three data points. Ice water, room 

temperature, and boiling water. The room temperature was measured with another 

thermocouple and an Omega handheld. The three data points are given in Table A3, 

and the calibration curve is shown in Fig. D2. 

Table D3: Thermocouple Calibration Curve 

Voltaae Output fV] Tem~erature Reading [°C] Calibration Standards 

0 

0.42 

2.1 

120 

..... 100 
0 

0 ...... 
80 Cl) ... 

:::I - 60 ca ... 
Cl) 
C. 40 E 
Cl) 
I- 20 

0 

0 0.5 

0 Ice Water 

22.8 Omeaa Handheld 

100 Boiling Water 

y = 47.143x + 1.3333 

R2 = 0.9992 

1.5 

Voltage Output [V] 

2 2.5 

Figure D2 - Thermocouple Calibration Curve 

The error of each of the calibration standards propagates into the calibration curve. 

Unfortunately, because Microsoft Excel was used to curve fit the data points, the 

functional relationship between the calibration curve and the three data points is 

unknown. Therefore, the uncertainty analysis will be performed for the worst case 

scenario, which would include the maximum uncertainty for each of the calibration 

standards, the uncertainty of the pressure transducer itself, and the uncertainty of the 

signal conditioner. It is assumed that the temperatures of the boiling and ice water are 

within ±0.5° C of 100 and O 0c respectively, and the uncertainty of the Omega 

handheld is ±1.53° C as shown in Section D2. 



• Boiling Water: 

• Ice Water: 

U8w = Q.5°C 

UIW = 0.5°C 

• Omega Handheld: uHH = l .53°C 

• Thermocouple: uTe = (0.4% )(340° C) = 1.36° C 

(Maximum temperature measurement= 340° C.) 
• Signal Conditioner: Use= 500((0.05% )(lOmV)+ lOµV] = 7.5mV 

Use= 47. 134(0.0075V)+ 1.333 = 1.6865°C 

I 2 2 2 2 2 
➔ UPM = '\} UBW + U1w + UHH + UTe + Use 

Maximum uncertainty of the temperature measurement: 1±2.74° ¢1 
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This uncertainty is 3.6% of the smallest temperature reading, which is 75° C. It 

should be noted, however, that this is the maximum possible uncertainty. If the 

functional relationship between the calibration points and the calibration curve were 

known, a lower, more realistic uncertainty could be calculated. 




